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TO REVIEW THE VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION PROGRAM AND ILR. 2053

Thursday, March 8, 1990

HotTsz OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON VETERANS' AFFAIRS,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,
TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:15 a.m. in room

334, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Timothy J. Penny (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Penny, Evans, Long, Smith of New
Jersey.

Ms. LONG (Presiding). The meeting will come to order. The Chair
will accept, for the record, statements by Chairman Penny and Mr.
Smith of New Jersey.

[The statement of Chairman Penny follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PENNY

The subcommittee will come to order. I want to welcome all of you here today.
We are reviewing two bills this morning. H.R. 3053, introduced by the Honorable

Charles Bennett, would authorize the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to issue exem-
plary rehabilitation certificates for certain individuals discharged from the Armed
Forces. H.R. 4089 maid amend title 38, United States Code with respect to educa-
tional and vocational counseling for veterans.

Additionally, we are examining the implementation and effectiveness of the Voca-
tional Rehabilitation program for service-connected disabled veterans, contained in
Chapter 31, Title 38, tJnited States Code. The purpose of this program is to enable
disabled veterans to become employable, to obtain and maintain suitable employ-.
ment, and to achieve maximum independence in daily living.

Congress haa long placed a high priority on vocational programs and services for
those who suffer disabilities while serving in our Armed Forces. Vocational rehabili-
tation cervices were provided as far back as 1917, when Congress enacted the War
Risk Insurance Act. This lmislation created a package of benefits for veterans of
World War I which included vocational rehabilitation for service-disabled veterans.

Public Law 16 of the 78th Congress established a vocational rehabilitetbn pro-
gram for veterans of World War II. This program was later expanded to inc ude vet-
erans of the Korean Conflict and Vietnam era. Also included were peacetime veter-
ans who suffer disabilities while serving in the military.

Few changes were made in the structure of the vocational rehabilitation program
until 1980, when Public Law 96-466, the Vetrtrans' Rehabilitation and Education
Amendments of 1980, was enacted. Title I of this act made extensive modifications
in Chapter 31. In addition to broadening the scope of the program and creating new
services, P.L. 96-466 shifted the focus of vocational rehabilitation from simple resto-
ration of a veteran's employability to the nert crucial stepassisting and enabling a
veteran to attain and maintain suitable employment.

We want to examine many aspects of Chapter 31 today, but we particularly want
to evaluate the quality and timeliness of vocational rehabilitation services provided
to service-connected disabled veterans. Indications are this program is not the model
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program it should be and could be if adequate resources were provided. We have in
place a program which, if fully implemented, would provide the assistance and sup-
port necessary for our disabled veterans to achieve the level of satisfaction and self
esteem which are derived from a job well done. Our first obligation and commit-
ment is to those disabled in service to this country. The vocational rehabilitation
program must be strong and vital if we are to meet that commitment

Before hearing from our first witnessee, I want to yield to the ranking minority
member of the subcommittee, Chris Smith.

[The statement of Hon. Chris Smith of New Jersey followsl

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHRIS SMITH

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your setting up this hearing today to review H.R.

3053, H.R. 4089, and the VA vocational rehabilitation program.
It seems as though many of the problematic areas within the VA vocational mha-

bilitation program are the same areas targeted for improvement in past reviews.
Disabled veterans complain that they wait excessively long periods for evaluations
and service and again must wait for a suitable job once they are prepared to work.
this lengthy procedure, I'm afraid, could destroy anyone's motivation to work, and
could be especially difficult for a disabled individual who has struggled to overcome
countless obstacles already.

I realize that due to our less than ideal budgetary situation, the VA operates
under constrained conditions and would benefit greatly from additional employees
to carry out these services. As most of you are aware, our Committee has requestec:
in its fiscal year 1991 Report to the Budget Committee, an additional 69 FTEEs for
vocational rehabilitation services. I hope that this will come to fruition and serve to
improve the delivery of services to disabled veterans.

KR. 4089, I believe, will improve coordination of vocational rehabilitation services
for individuals separating from aervice or preparing to separate from service and
offer these individuals assistance when they need it most. The bill is a positive step
in attempting to provide veterans quality service.

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to see our witnesses here today and am confident
that they will have many useful suggestions and recommendations for us to explore.
I thank them for coming to testify and look forward to hearing their comments.

Ms. LONG- The Chair now recognizes Mr. Bennett.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. BENNEIT, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr. BENNErr. Thank you, very much, Madam Chairman. In
order to expedite your meeting, I will read just two paragraphs
from the aforeprepared statement, which I've asked to be put in
the record and then I will make a few remarks in addition.

Exemplary rehabilitation certificates are not a new idea. In fact,
I was successful in having similar legislation passed in 1966, And
from 1967 through 1982, veterans were able to apply for such reha-
bilitation certificates from the Department of Labor pursuant to
Public Law 90-83.

During that period, 2,704 applications were filed and 1,339 certifi-
cates were issued, indicating that many veterans had successfully
rehabilitated themselves subsequent to their discharge.

Unfortunately, the law was repealed at the request of the De-
partment of Labor without notice to me, the person who introduced
that legislation, without substantive Congressional input. So with-
out floor debate and hidden as a three-line entry in Public law 97-
306 (the expansive Veterans' Compensation, Education and Em-
ployment Amendments of 1982) the previous law was repealed.

Unlike the earlier law, H.R. 3053 places the responsibility on the
Department of Veterans Affairs, which I believe is better equipped
to handle the responsibility than the Department of Labor.
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I do not need to remind you that the problems and needs of vet-
erans are our problems and our needs. Soldiers helped us establish
our democracy, and continue to defend our freedom. Nor do I need
to 'remind us all of the value of rehabilitation.

However, as an example of the success of rehabilitation, I would
refer to the 1988 Department of Veterans Affairs study that found
that disabled veterans declared rehabilitated increased their
income from an average of $2,765 pre-rehabilitation to $15,585 post-
rehabilitation, and their Federal tax payments were increased by
more than 600 percent.

You've allowed me to put the whole statement in, so let me say
something else from the heart here about this. Congressman Doyle
and I, veterans of World War II, came to Congress at about the
same time in the 1940s. We came to the conclusion that there were
many of our brethren vho fought in that war who got discharges
which were not the best kinds of discharges and, who were being
hurt, crippled, in their opportunities for life because of a discharge
which may or may not have been merited; but that's not the ques-
tion. Suppose the discharge was merited; nevertheless, it could
have been something quite unimportant, really, like, for instance,
the pei son might have had excessive AWOLs. In my own experi-
ence of talking to people, it could be because their mother was ill,
they felt they should get back to her and they were frustrated with
the bureaucracy of government. For one reason or another, they
went AWOL, not a terribly bad thing in view of the circumstance
of their particular life and the complications of a teenaged young
man trying to face the bureaucracy of a great big thing like the
Army.

So, without any great moral culpabilty, many people were hurt
by bad kinds of discharges. They can't be corrected because in
order to correct them, you've got to show that a mistake of fact was
made at the time. So, here you have people who have the potential
of being great, construttive people in society who have a terrible
burden on themselves to carry, with these kinds of discharges.

Now, the discharges will not be wiped out by this legislation, not
at all, but you can get, under this legislation, a certificate of reha-
bilitation showing that you have conducted yourself properly for a
3-year period. It's a very humane thing. It is the sort of thing I
think I'd like to see and my friend, Mr. Rangel, likes to see about
our government.

We like to feel that our government is benign and wants to help
if it can. This is a way in which you can help people to rehabilitate
themselves. It is an inexpensive piece of legislation and I think it is
very much merited.

[The prepared statement of Congressman Bennett appears on
p. 37.]

Mr. PENNY (Presiding). Thank you, Charlie. I appreciate your tes-
timony and couldn't agree more with the rest of your legislation.

Mr. Rangel, welcome.
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STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES B. RANGEL, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, Charles Bennett and I don't have an
opportunity to chat or socialize very often, but we communicate
through legislation, and dear colleagues. And find that on most all
matters, we not only agree, but work together as a team, whether
it is fighting drugs or trying to protect our veterans.

I am proud to sit next to him, as one who did not serve in World
War II, but served in the Korean War. I joined the service in 1948.
I was discharged in 19:2. I joined as a high school drop-out; I was
discharged as a high school drop-out. I had an Honorable Dis-
charge, Purple Heart, Bronze Star Medal, with a V Device and felt
proud of the contribution that I had been able to make during the
Korean War.

I went back to high school, finished college, got a scholarship to
law school, and was nominated as an Assistant United States At-
torney. That included having to be investigated by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.

Mr. Chairman, I can't tell you how much sleep I lost thinking of
all the things I had done in the Army from 18 to 22 years old,
stupid, dumb, immature things that somehow, I had thought that
the Federal Bureau of Investigation would be able to find oUt all of
these things and my entire career would be shattered.

There is no question in my mind, as a member of Congress and
having to review a number of dishonorable discharges, that young
men who have served their country well but have been guilty of
just poor judgment, have carried this stigma with them, been
denied the opportunity to gain employment and somehow, there
has been no tribunal for them to be able to say, "I made mistakes.
I served my country well. I am entitled to an equal opportunity."

Charles Bennett gives a person the opportunity to say that. I am
not disputing the judgment that has been made by the military. I
am only asking for an opportunity to be judged rehabilitated. It is
fair, it is equitable and, as Charlie Bennett says, everyone deserves
a second chance.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Congressman Rangel appears on

p. 39.)
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Charlie. We do appreciate both of you

appearing before the committee today, Again, I want to assure
each of you of my interest and support for your legislation. It
would be my intent to move the bill out of this subcommittee in
the relatively near future.

I don't have any questions of our two colleagues. Are there any
members of the committee who want to question Mr. Range! arid
Mr. Bennett.

[No response.] ,

Mr. PENNY. If not, we thank each of you for your participation.
Mr. BENNETT. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you. And I also thank the madam chairlady.
Mr. PENNY With that, I also want to apologize for my tardiness.

I think this is the first I haven't been here to start my own com-
mittee hearing right on schedule.

R
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I am on a task force on economic issues; that task force was to
have started at 8:45, and I was planning to participate in the pre-
liminary discussions there and then sneak away to start the meet-
ing at 9:00. As so often happens, that meeting did not start on
time, so it caused my delay.

Consequently, I will submit my opening statement for the record,
and we will move directly to call forward the witness from the De-
partment of Veterans Affairs, Grady Horton, Deputy Chief Benefits
Director, and we look forward to your testimony on rehabilitation
issues.

STATEMENTS OF GRADY HORTON, DEPUTY CHIEF BEFEFITS DI-
RECTOR FOR PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF VET-
ERANS 'AFFAIRS, AND DR. DENNIS IL WYANT, DIRECTOR, VOCA-
TIONAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICE

STATEMENT OF GRADY HORTON

Mr. HORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the subcom-
mittee, I appreeaate the opportunity to be here today. With me is
Dr. Dennis Wyant, the Director of our Vocational Rehabilitation
and Education Service. I would ask that my prepared statement be
entered into the record.

We are here this morning to discuss the implementation of the
improved Veterms' Vocational Rehabilitation Program, H.R. 4089
and H.R. 3053. The provision of vocational rehabilitation services is
certainly one of the most important ways that a grateful Nation
can recognize the sacrifices of service-disabled veterans and help
these men and women move toward maximum independence and
su itabl employment.

Since the passage of Public Law 96-466, the Vocational Rehabili-
tation and Education Amendments of 1980, the number of service-
connected disabled veterans in the Chapter 31 rehabilitation pit-
gram has increased slightly. We have averaged 24,000 to 25,000 dis-
abled veterans in programs of rehabilitation each year and current-
ly have over 25,000 in the program.

In a recent study of over 4,000 of the veterans who have been
rehabilitated since 1983, we found impressive gains in their earn-
ing capacity and in their ability to contribute once again to their
country as independent, productive tax paying citizens.

In 1989, Secretary Derwinski and Secretary Dole signed a new
agreement to work cooperatively toward the mutual goal of suita-
ble employment for disabled veterans. This agreement will lead to
the completion of local agreements in each state this year.

We are training our VR&C staff with the help of the Office of
Assistant Secretary for Veterans' Employment and Training in the
Department of Labor and the staff of the National Veterans Train-
ing Institute in Denver. In fiscal year 1989, 120 of our VR&C staff
completed a course of employment services training at the insti-
tute.

We are also networking ndn-Federal resources to help get the job
done. For example, Mr. Chairman, in your district in Minnesota,
the Community Vocational Services located in Mankato, Albert
Lea and Rochester, provide employment services to some of our job-
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ready Chapter 81 veterans who live in the New Richland and the
Winona geographical area.

In Mr. Smith's district, we have obtained office space at no cost
at Trenton State College in order to serve the disabled veterans in
Cle Trenton-Hamilton township area in a more timely and respon-
sive manner.

In an attempt to get more effective use of our peEsonnel re-
sources, we have developed a variety of innovations which utilize
ADP technology to reduce the administrative burdens and provide
up-to-date information services.

We will soon automate the Target system to generate subsistence
allowance processing for the Chapter 31 program which will result
in better service to the veterans, while reducing our administrative
burden.

Looking to lie future, the pilot program to provide educational
and vocatimtu information to certain service members who are
within 180 days of separation is expected to result in a smoother
transition to civilian life for many who will need our help making
that transition.

In additicn, we are preparing for the possibility that large num-
bers of active duty military personnel may be released from the
military service in the near future. We anticipate using the con-
tract authority that Congress has made available to provide most
of these veterans with the services that they will need.

Mr. Chairman, a comment on pending legislation. We believe the
provisions of H.R. 4089, with minor adjustment, will further im-
prove the Chapter 31 program. We will be happy to work with you
and your subcommittee on this, and express our appreciation for
these enhancements.

Mr. Chairman, VA opposes H.R. 3053, believing it to be potential-
ly harmful to veterans it is intended to help, by drawing attention
to circumstances which are best left to the privacy of the individ-
ual. A similar program was repealed in 1982 with the support of
the Department of Labor, because of their experience with the pro-
gran,.

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to say that we are proud of the quality of
the peopie we have working in the VR&C program. Three out of
the past four winners of the Olin Teague Award for Outstanding
Rehabilitation Services have been from the ranks cf our VR&C
staff in the field. Many are involved at the local, state and national
level in activities to promote the abilities of disabled American vet-
erans.

This concludes my summary testimony, Mr. Chairman. I will be
happy to answer questions.

[The prepared statement sf Mr. Horton appears on p. 40.]
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Horton.
I want to read to you a VA response to a question submitted by

this subcommittee back in 1985:
"The typical VRS is responsible for an average of 167 Chapter 31

veterans. They are overburdened and unable to provide the level of
quality services the service-disabled veteran deserves. At this time,
the system needs more counseling psychologists in addition to more
VRSs if we are to effectively rehabilitate a greater portion of our
Chapter 31 veterans."

1 0
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What is the average VRS caseload today?
Dr. Wwovr. Mr. Chairman, it is a moving target, but at the end

of the fiscal year, it was 220; now, at the end of last month, it was
228.

Mr. PZNNY. 228?
Dr. Wwarr. Yee, sir.
Mr. PINNY. Today, if we were back at the level of 1985 at a case-

load of 167, we'd be looking at a significant improvement in the sit-
uation. In light of this increased caseload, can you explain why the
President's budget included a cut in VRC staff?

Mr. HORTON. Mr. Chairman, we actually requested a cut from
OMB.

Mr. PENNY. You requested a what?
Mr. HORTON. We requested an increase, I'm sorry, from OMB.
Mr. Pwrivx. Can you give me an idea of how large an increase?
Mr. HORTON. We requested 83 additional positions.
Mr. PRNNY. Eighty-three?
Mr. HORTON. Seventy-three of those were additional VRSs; of the

other ten positions, five of them were for counseling psychologist
trainees and five were VRS trainees. That failed in the pass-back
procedure and we, at this time, are having to make do as best we
can.

I would point out that we are at thin time about 15 over our
budgetary staffing. Our budget staffmg calls for 574 positions in
the field; at this time, we are operating at 589. That is due to recog-
nition by our Regional Office Directors of the needs of the program.
They have taken that staffing essentially out of our other programs
in order to beef up the VR stair.

Mr. Nam. You may be interested to know, or you may already
know, that this committee has recommended to the Budget Com-
mittee an increase in staffing for VR&C of 69 slots. We don't know
where that is all going to come out at the tail end, but at least our
number is wmparable to the number that you initially recom-
mended to Oln. We are very disappointed that that request was
turned down at the Office of Management and Budget.

We were told during recent budget hearings that there has been
a significant turn-over of VRS staff. To what do you attribute the
turn-over if, in fact, this previous testimony is true?

Dr. WYANT. Mr. Chairman, as far as voc rehab specialists, that's
a pretty stable position. There are about 150 out there. I think last
year, we had a turn-over of about ten, which doesn't mean neces-
sarily that they quit. Those could have been promotions into coun-

. seling psychologists; they could have been transfers to other posi-
tions or they could have been retirements.

We have a higher turn-over in the clerical and the quasi-profee-
sional staff: the testing people, clerks, secretaries. Perhaps, the
high turnover could be the DVOPs at DOL, since they are an entry
level position and have a prett7 high turnover, but we are not
aware of it with our voc rehab specialists.

Mr. PENNy. At the VRS level, you are not aware of a high turn-
over?

Dr. WYANT. No, sir.

1 1
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Mr. PiNNY. You are not denying that within other areas of the
vocational rehab program that there might be a significant turn-
over rate?

Dr. WYANT. We have about a 30 to 35 percent turn-over rate at
the clerk/tecretarial level.

Mr. PENNY. What has DVA established as thr %cceptable length
of time for a veteran to be in applicant status also in employ-
ment services status?

Dr. WYANT. We've tried to make a goal realistic with the re-
sources that we have and it is not necessarily the ideal goal. The
goal, with the resources we have, we feel should be around 95 days.

Mr. PsNNY. In applicant status?
Dr. WYANT. For applicant status, and around 275 days or 285

days for employment services status.
Mr. PENNY. I have noted that in other documentation, applicant

status can range anywhere from 40 days to 159 days. Is there any
good explanation for that variance?

Dr. WYANT. I believe so, Mr. Chairman. Of course, in any situa-
tion, we'd like to always do it in the most timely fashion that v:a
can. It has strictly to do with the size of the workload in those
areas and the economic conditions.

In your steel belt and industrial belt, where there has been a lot
of unemployment, in the all belt in the south and the midwest,
we've really seen longer times there because of the economy. I
guess if we had to attribute it to one thing, it would be timt.

Mr. PENNY. The spread in employment services is also quite a
large range and I assume the rationale for that is the same as the
rationale for the delay in the applicant status?

Dr. WYANT. That is correct.
Mr. PENNY. All right.
Mr. HORTON. Mr. Chairman, it should be pointed out that our

statistics showing the time in applicant status are somewhat
skewed. A small number of veterans would file, when they filed
their original clai-n for disability, also file a claim for vocational
rehabilitation, so that the typical 120 to 180-day time that it taker;
to work the original disability claim is also factored into those
cases.

Most veterans don't apply for voc rehab until after they get their
notice of disability, so those statistics are somerhat re'ated to the
amount of time it takes to work an original claini.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you. I have some additional questions, but I'll
turn the microphone over to the ranking Republican on our com-
mittee, Mr. Smith, and then allow Mr. Geren to ask some ques-
tions.

Mr. Sham OF Nzw JERSEY. Thank you, Mr. CVairman. I wnnt to
welcome our two witnesses to the hearing today. I was wondering.
Mr. Horton, if you could tell us, on page 2 of your testimony you
explain that approximately 40 percent of veterans completing ini-
tial rehabilitation evaluations actually went on to participate in
the program.

To what de you attribute this 60 percent loss?
Dr. WYANT. For those who originally file an application, there

will be a certain percentage that are found not to have an employ-
ment handicap. There will be another percentage who, for what-

1 2
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ever reason, financial situations, will go ahead and get a job at this
point and not continue. They do find work. The remainder is for
sundry other reasons. They move to another location, family, what-
ever.

Mr. SMITH OF NEW JERSEY. You make reference in your testimo-
ny to veterans who, for one reason or another, interrupt participa-
tion in their rehabilitation program. How do you define interrup-
tion? What are the most common reasons participants have for in-
terrupting the pursuit? Is it what you were getting at? Is there a
movement out of the area?

Dr. Wv Asrr. Certainly, there are a number of reasons. So many
times with a VRS, I think that the layman would think that their
job is strictly working with the person who is in a training pro-
gram or providing employment services. Quite frankly, the hardest
part of their job may be working with those in interrupted status.

The person's disability worsens or they have a nonservice-con-
nected disability at this time and they need treatment to continue
their schooling. Financial concerns seem to be a very large area
and our VRSs have to be very resourceful sometimes on whether to
try to get them a revolving fund loan or to try to rmd them a part-
time job.

One of the areas that is very hard to work in is family problems
and situations and with other members of the family. Transporta-
tion, finding a person an old clunker car so that they can get back
and forth to school after their other car has broken down. It's an
array of different issues and it is a very difficult job for the VRS.

Mr. SMITH OF NEW JEasEy. Do you believe that the Vocational
Rehab Programs are cost-effective?

Dr. WYANT. Extremely, sir. In the study that we did with the
4,000, the payback in taxes showed an increase of 600 percent. It's
one of those programs that we clearly think that we can show as
very cost-effective, not to speak of what it does for the life of that
disabled veteran and his or her family.

Mr. SMITH OF NEW JERSEY. Dr. Wyant, when will the four vacan-
cies on the Rehabilitation Advisory Committee be filled?

Dr. WYANT. Right now, there are two positions that are filled.
Michael D'Arco, the State Director of Veterans Affairs from New
Mexico, and Chad Colley, past National Commander of the DAV.
The remaining positions, either for reappo. .tment or new appoint-
ment, are in the Secretary's office ane . 'er advisement at that
level, sir.

Mr. SMITH OF NEW JERSEY. Thank vo e final question, Mr.
Chairmar. According to your statistics in your testimony, the aver-
age number of days for the veteran to secun. a job once he or she is
ready is now 283 days.

At what point do you consider a veteran declared "job ready"?
Dr. WYANT. It would be 60 days after they are in suitable em-

ployment. We watch them for 2 months after they enter suitable
employment, but they are declared "JO- ready" at the point they
have received all services and assistance necessary to be able to
start interviewing prospective employers for immediate employ-
ment.

Mr. SMITH OF NEW JERSEY. Thank you. I yield back the balance
of my time.
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Mr. PENNY. Mr. Geren.
Mr. Gomm. No questions.
Mr. PENNY. We also want to welcome our subcommittee member,

Lane Evans. While Lane is getting .ettled in, I'll get back to some
of the questions I have for these two witnesses.

A purpose of the vocational rehab program, as defined in Chap-
ter 31 of Title 38 is to enable service-disabled veterans to become
employable and to obtain and maintain suitable employment to the
maximum extent feasible.

How is this flexibility reflected in regulation? In other words, in
what ways does VR&E define successful rehabilitation?

Dr. WYANT. Mr. Chairman:in the writing of the regulations on
that, we pretty much mirrored the law and took a very strict defi-
nition because, when this program did change with the passage of
Public Law 96-466, we wanted to make sure that these individuals
completing this program were going into the line cf work that they
had becn trained to perform.

As we have watched the program now for almost a decade, we
think that perhaps we were too narrow because we don't give our-
selves credit for those individuals that, for example, get a ftree in
accounting and don't become an accounting clerk but sell account-
ing machines.

We don't necessarily count those as rehabilated, or the person
who decides to go on and get a Master's Degree, or maybe health
concerns prevent that.

We have made an attempt to amend those regulations and, in
the future, we think we will probably give credit to those people
who go out and get something compatible with what the training
would provide them.

Mr. Pomv. This does affect the way you record these veterans.
What difference might that make in your statistics on successful
placement, if that reasonable adjustment were made in your stand-
ards?

Mr. HORTON. As a ballpark estimate, it might double our success
rate.

Mr. PENNY. That's interesting to note. Let me ask about the de-
scription of duties for counseling psychologists and vocational
rehab specialists. Can you give me the distinction between those
two categories of counselors?

Dr. WYANT. I'd be glad to, Mr. Chairman. My apologies to coun-
seling psychologists for making this sound so simplistic for a very
complicated job, but basically, it's the counseling psychologist that
does the initial intake of a disabled veteran.

They take a lengthy personal history. They use either pencil and
paper type tests or other types of manual dexterity tests, whatever,
functional requirements, and they try to look at this person's abili-
ties, interests, aptitudes, to determine whether the person has an
employment handicap. Then, working with the individual, they de-
velop an individual, they written rehab plan to follow through
training and, hopefully, into suitable employment.

The vocational rehabilitation specialist is in the true sense a case
manager. Hopefully, in most cases, they, VR8s, would be involved
in developing the individual written rehabilitation plan and they
would the veteran work his way through this plan. If the
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person would come into interrupted status or whatever, they help
that person through all those things and launch that person into
suitable employment.

Mr. Thom. Is there any adjustment that you have made in
terms of the ratio of personnel in each of those slots or the stand-
ards for each of those positions that were made necessary by pro-
gram changes under Public Law 96-466?

Dr. Wy mfr. Mr. Chairman, we are seeing a lot of change there.
As you know, basically, it was more a glorified education program
prior to 96-466. The wisdom of the House and the Senate made it a
true rehabilitation program. It's been a slow evolution.

Probably getting peoplenot probably, we have been getting
people with higher qualifications, at least a 2-year Master's pro-
gram for the counseling psychologist and an undergraduate degree
far the vocational rehabilitation specialist and training in that
area. It has been slow, but we are seeing the fruits of that effort at
this time.

Mr. PENNY. On another matter, a provision of Public Law 101-
237 established a pilot program to furnish employment and train-
ing information and services to members of the Armed Forces sepa-
rating from active duty. This program is to be conducted by the
Secretary of Labor in conjunction with the Secretary of Veterans
Affairs and the Secretary of Defense.

Have DVA representatives, both central office and field staff,
been closely involved in decisions made regarding the implementa-
tion of this pilot program?

Dr. WYANT. We have been working first on the periphery and
now getting more deeply involved with this program. Last week, I
did visit the initiation site at Jacksonville for the Disabled Pro-
gram for the Navy and the Marine Corps.

Mr. PENNY. Were you involved concerning the location of test
sites?

Dr. WvANT. Mr. Chairman, that was determined before VA
became involved.

Mr. PENNT. Could you give meand provide this for the record; I
don't expect you to have it this morninga detailed record of
agreements, conversations, meetings, other documents, between
DVA and the Department of Labor, regarding this particular pro-
gram?

Mr. HORTON. We'll be pleased to.
(Submitted with responses to questions)
Mr. PENNY. One of DVA's primary responsibilities is outreach.

The Department must do everything possible to ensure that veter-
ans are aware of their potential eligibility for DVA programs.

In that regard, what routine outreach activity does VR&E
employ and what are recent examples of special outreach efforts?

Dr. WYANT. Mr. Chairman, there have been several. First, the
most basic that I would mention is that any person getting off
active duty does receive full information on VA. That is step
number one.

Step number two is if a person does file for VA compensation,
they automatically receive an application and a pamphlet on our
vocational rehabilitation program. With certain situations, unfortu-
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nate ones I might add, like the Stark or the Iowa or the situation
in Panama, we do make special outreach efforts.

For example, the most recent, in Panama, we did visit the dis-
abled veterans in San Antonio at the hospital down there and actu-
ally, the last I heard, had at least one application for vocational
rehab.

In most recent large-scale project that we did, there were 15,000
disabled veterans going to school under the Chapter 34 GI Dill that
ended in December of 1989. We prov-',.cied each regional office with
the names of those 15,000 veterans that have potential 21igibil.ty
for Chapter 31 voc rehabilitation.

Quite frankly, we think that's pail: of Jur increase in our work-
load today.

Mr. PENNY. Let me also ask about the training of personnel,
VRSs and counselh4 psychologiste, at the National Veterans'
Training !nstitute in Denver. Given some of the additional respon-
sibilities placed tm these personnel in recent years, how valuable
has that training program been to your department?

Dr. WYANT. Not only to our depaltment, Mr. Chairman, but to
the Department of Labor, I think as well, the training and
networking that took place has just been extremely valuable.
We've had oany positive comments from the Department of Labor
about what our people were able to add to clear up any misconcep-
tions It I- Is shown how the two groups can work together.

We really can praise Labor for the opportunity to send our
people o this. We have had nothing but positive ccmments back
from NVTI, but, by the same token, we think that we played a
healthy role for DOL.

Mr. PENNY. Are you planning to send groups to this training ses-
sioa again this year?

Dr. WYANT. It is in negotiation right now, Mr. Chairman, and we
sure hope that we can.

Mr. PENNY. What numbers ere we looking at?
Dr. WYANT. We had 120 last year. A number has not been set for

this year, but we're going to bargain for every person that we can
get in there, that they can spare the slot for.

Mr. PENNY. One hundred and twenty?
Dr. WYANT. That was last year, sir.
Mr. PENNY. How many of those were counselors? You've got two

or three different categories of individuals that would ha :e been el-
igible for this program.

Dr. WYANT. We would only have two categories that we would
send to that, sir, our counseling psychologists and our voc rehab
specialists. We will have to provide you that breakdown for the
record.

(Subsequently, the Department of Veterans Affairs furnished the
following information:)

Last year, we send 95 vocational rehabilitation specialists and 25 counseling psy-
chologists.

Mr. PENNY. Fine. In your testimony, you suggest that H.R. 4089
should be amended to include those eligible individuals on an out-
patient status. What would be your view of expanding this still fur-
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"ter to permit contact with eligible individuals in hospitals other
than DVA or DOD facilities?

Mr. HORTON. Mr. Chairman, we would like to, in any way possi-
ble, get to the military personnel that are being discharged as soon
as we can. So, if we can broaden the law as much as possible, that's
what we'd like to see.

Mr. PENNY. What was that again?
Mr. HORTON. We would like to see it broadened as much as possi-

ble. We would like to reach people that are being discharged for
disability as soon as possible and before they ...re discharged.

Mr. PENNY. What steps might be taken to facilitate that kind of
contact and referral?

Dr. Wywr. Mr. Chairman, I have really been impressed with
the CAP program in California, the Career Awareness Program,
that I know the DAV md some other organizations have been in-

volved in out there.
Our regional office d.rector out there is telling us that by reach-

ing these persons while they're still on active duty, in some cases,
can just add tremendous help with our timing In cases where the
VA has the person's medical record by the time of discharge, this
can cut off anywhere from 4 months to a year of precessing time.

The law alrealy prevides us the opportunity to put this person, if
it's a long-term hospitalization, into a vocational rehabilitation pro-
gram. This has been cne of my goals ever since I've had this job
and, quite frankly, with all the other things that we've had to do,
we haven't put as much emphasii on it.

This is where we also really praise you on the DTAP Program
because I think it's going to give us some history to show how effec-
tive and how helpful it can be for that person to quickly get into a
rehabilitation program, rather than waiting for awhile to find out
what it is. We're quite excited about it.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you. I want to ask two final questions and
these questions relate to testhnony that comes from the paralyzed
veterans. PVA notes that a report on case management which was
adopted by the Veterans Advisory Committee on Rehabilitation in
January of 1989, has not been acted on or commented on by the
Department.

When can we expect the DVA to comment on this report and
why has it been over a year and nothing has been reported, as yet?

Mr. HORTON. Mr. Chairman, the study was submitted by théltd-
visory Committee on Rehabilitation to the former Administrator
and the report was given to both Departments. We, in the Depart-
ment of Veterans Affairs have gone through that report. Our VRSs
are case managers and we have looked at those recommendations
from our point of view.

Perhaps with the new Chief Medical Director shortly coming on
board and a new Chief Benefits Director, and now that we have a
new Secretary, it might be time to bring that issue up again.

Mr PENNY. I think it certainly might be. PVA also charges in
their statement that case management has not been utilized to its
full potential, while a relationship between VBA and VHSRA has
become increasingly fractured.

How would you respond to that?
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Dr. WYANT. Mr. Chairman, it certainly could be better. As Italked about the caseload for each VRS of 228, if a person justlooks, that's less than half an hour a month per veteran that thecase manager can actually spend with that caseload.I do think that they fight fires and do that type of networkingwhen necessary, but it is certainly not under ideal conditions.Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Doctor. Thank you, Mr. Horton, for yourtestimony. Are there any questions from other committee membersat this point? If not, we appreciate your presentations this morn-ing.
With that, we'll hear from a panel of representatives from ourveterans' organizations. Mr. Richard Hoover is representing theParalyzed Veterans of America. Mr. Ronald Drach is from the Dis-abled American Veterans. Mr. Robert Alvarez joins us from theMilitary Order of Purple Heart. Mr. Phil Wilkerson of the Ameri-can Legion is also here.
I thank you for joining us. We will begin with Mr. Hoover assoon as all of you are settled at the witness table. We will proceeddown the table from my left to my right, so that will take us out ofthe order in which I introduced you, but it will be easief to justmove right down the table after Mr. Hoover's presentation.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD D. HOOVER, PAST NATIONAL
PRESIDENT, PARALYZED VETERANS OF AMERICA

Mr. HOOVER. Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, I amRichard D. Hoover, Past National President of Paralyzed Veteransof America. It is a pleasure to appear before you and the commit-tee today. In addition to my oral statement, PVA has presented awritten statement for the record.
I've had the honor of being appointed to the Veterans AdvisoryCommittee on Rehabilitation, Department of Veterans Affairs,which was established by the Congress through Public Law 96-466,The Veterans' Rehabilitation and Education Amendments of 1980.I have also served on the National Advisory Board on Technolo-gy and the Disabled, the Department of Health and Human Serv-ices, as well as participated in various employment programs fordisabled individuals in my home State of Arizona.
On behalf of PVA, I wish to thank you for conducting this hear-ing and allowing us the opportunity to present our views on theimplementation and effectiveness of the Department of VeteransAffairs Vocational Rehabilitation Program. Specifically, we will ad-dress the quality and timeliness of services provided ..o disabledveterans seeking to find and maintain a long-term employment.In 1980, Congress passed Public Law 96-466, the Veterans Rehaband Education Amendments of 1980, which authorized the estab-lishment of the Veterans Advisory Committee on Rehabilitation, ofwhich I am a member.

The Advisory Committee on Rehabilitation became aware of sig-nificant problems in DVA's delivery of vocational rehabilitationservices in 1986. To review service delivery issues, the AdvisoryCommittee appointed a study group, which issued a report of theirfindings and recommendations in July 1988. That report, which
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you referred to earlier, was adopted by the Advisory Committee on
Rehabilitation in January 1989.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to highlight a few of the problem
areas identified in the report. The first issue I want to discuss is
the concept of case management and its inadequate use by voca-
tional rehabilitation anti counseling.

Case management is a comprehensive process of conducting and
supervising an integrated system which delivers medical, social and
professional retraining in an effort to assist veterans in aChieving
maximum independence in daily living and employment.

The rehabilitation process begins with the initial contact be-
tween the veteran and the Department. This first contact may
occur either through DVA's medical care system or the benefits ad-
ministration and continues through the followup and evaluation
phase of actual employment.

To fully initiate the concept of case management, both Veterans'
Health Service and Research Administration, VHSRA, and the
Veterans' Benefit Administration, VBA, must make a commitment
towards its use. A new eViiiticmust be developed or specific person-
nel must be allocated to , specificilly as case managers.

The primary responsibility of these case managers would be to
coordinate the veterans' goals along with the actions and goals of
VHSRA and VBA. Such coordination would ensure effective reha-
bilitation of veterans toward the long-term goal of independence
and employment.

The use of case management concept within VBA can become a
complicated process. To illustrate the intricacies involved in case
management, let me show you this schematic drawing, which I
think has been provided to all of you, depicting all of the services
which may be involved in the rehab process for specifically, in this
case, paralyzed veterans.

Although this depiction appears overwhelming, let me assure you
that case management has proven very successful in the private
sector. Therefore, with appropriate staffing levels, training, desig-
nated vocational rehabilitation case managers and authorization
for these case managers to work within both VHSRA and VBA,
case management can be a successful tool for DVA.

Another problem area which the Advisory Committee's report
discusses is the apparent lack of priority which Chapter 15, nonser-
vice-connected pensioners receive with NVR&C. The report states
that the Advisory Committee specifically noted responsibility tor
Chapter 15 pilot program was delegated from the DVA's central
office to regional offices who neglected to initiate this Congression-
ally-mandated program.

Mr. Chairman, the Advisory Committee recommends that exces-
sive decentralization of authority and leadership from DVA's cen-
tral office be addressed. The development of a new entity which
has the authority to deal with VHSRA and VBA is necessary to
alleviate the problem centering around the Chapter 15 pilot pro-
gram.

The vocational rehabilitation program for both Chapter 31 recipi-
ents and Chapter 15 recipients should be a priority within the De-
partment. The services provided by VR&C enables veterans to once
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again become independent, economically productive, taxpaying
workers.

The report to which I've been referring was adopted by the Vet-
erans' Advisory Committee on Rehabilitation in January 1989. Not
only does the report describe several service delivery problems af-
fecting VR&C, it also provides recommendations to address each
identified problem.

It is disheartening that, although the report has been completed
for over a year, DVA has not acted on any of the Advisory Commit-
tee's proposed recommends.. sons.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my oral statement. I'll be happy to
answer your questions.

'The prepared statement of Mr. Hoover appears on p. 50.]
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Hoover.
Mr. Wilkerson.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP R. WILKERSON, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL VETERANS AFFAIRS AND REHABILITATION COM-
MISSION, THE AMERICAN LEGION

Mr. WILKERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The American
Legion appreciates the opportunity to present comment on the cur-
rent operation of the Voc Rehab Program as well as proposed legis-
lation affecting the provision of vocational, education and employ-
ment counseling services.

First, Mr. Chairman, we wish to commend you for holding this
timely hearing to consider the current level of service being provid-
ed disabled veterans, as well as educational counseling to veterans,
service persons and other eligibles. This subcommittee last
viewed the vocational rehabilitation program in May of 1988.

The American Legion has, for the past several years, exptessed
concern about inadequate staffing in the VR&C Service an ;.ncreas-
ing caseload and an increasing problem of timely counseling and
assistance.

The situation will continue to worsen in fiscal year 1991 as em-
ployment is proposed to be cut by five FITE, while the Chapter 31
voc rehab workload is projected to increase by at least 2 percent,
and the educational counseling workload is projected to increase by
more than five.

These projectionl will be impacted by such factors as a signifi-
cant number of eligible veterans switching from Chapter 34 to
Chapter 31. There will also be applications from those veterans
who did not participate in Chapter 32. Then there is the very real
possibility of a significant reduction in the number of Armed
Forces personnel in response to political changes in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union.

For the current year, and in fiscal year 1991, the planned actions
and allocation of resources in the VII&C Service, in our opinion,
hardly address the critical problem of the lack of timeliness in pro-
viding services due to inadequate staffing. Efforts will focus pri-
marily on improvements in the quality of service through addition-
al training of professional staff and the use of contract services.

An increasing demand for educational counseling for veterans,
service persons and other eligibles has severely strained counseling
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staff resources at many regional offices. VR&C currently has estab-
lished 51 counseling service contracts at 14 regional offices in an
effort to better manage the non-Chapter 31.counse1ing workload.

Mr. Chairman, VA's data indicates that each vocational rehabili-
tation specialist is responsible for some 220 cases at any one time
and, in some instances, more. With such heavy caseloads, overall
service to the disabled veteran deteriorates, including communica-
tion, individual supervision and necessary followup.

In addition, it is taking longer and longe7 for veterans to even
receive an initial appointment for a vocational counseling psycholo-
gist to evaluate their needs. Currently, it is taking an average of 94
days to get an appointment and this is expected to rise to 100 days
next year.

Once a veteran has completed the program of education or train-
ing and is considered job ready, it is taking longer and longer to
complete the employment stage. This is now taking 300 days on av-
erage as compared to 285 days in fiscal year 1989.

We believe there is a need for more effective case management,
together with sufficient resources available to ensure disabled vet-
erans obtain suitable employment upon completion of their pro-
gram. The types of personal assistance provided directly by VR&C
personnel are, by their nature, individualized and very labor inten-
sive.

If the benefits and services are to achieve the goal intended by
Congress in establishing the vocational rehabilitation program, ad-
ditional staffing is urgently needed.

With respect to H.R. 3053, the American Legion is not supportive
of this proposal in light of the proposed reduction in staffing re-
sources in both VA and the Derartment of Labor for employment
and training services to veterans.

The American Legion has no objection to the authorization of
educational and vocational counseling to individuals under Chap-
ters 30, 31 and the Montgomery GI Bill as provided under H.R.
4089.

Mr. Chairman, that completes my statement.
[The prepared statement of the American Legion appears on

p. 57.]
Mr. PENNY. Thank you.
Mr. Alvarez.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L ALVAREZ, NATIONAL SERVICE
DIRECTOR, THE MILITARY ORDER OF THE PURPLE HEART

Mr. ALVAREZ. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. The Military Order
of the Purple Heart appreciates this opportunity to present our
views on H.R. 4089 Voc Rehab and H.R. 3053. At this time, I would
request that our formal statement be accepted for the record.

Under H.R. 4089, the Military Order of the Purple Heart's posi-
tion is that the bill to amend Chapter 36 of Title 38, United States
Code, to include educational and vocational counseling, is energetic
and responsive to the needs of veterans. However, we have great
reservations with the reality of the DVA being able to conduct the
outreach implied or required.
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There is a necessity for this outreach. I can citre one exainple.
Last year, as a member of the President's Subcommittee on Em-
ployment of Disabled Veterans, I attended a forum in Fort Bragg,
NC.

During this forum, it become readily apparent that there were
many servicemen awaiting discharge for medical disabilities from 1
year to several months on a medical hold situation that did not
know anything about vocational rehabilitation or the services
available to them through the VA. Many of those men could have
been in training and a program established already, prior to their
discharge, so the need is ths..re.

What we're worried alx it in the whole problem of this situation
is there is presently the 1b0-day waiting or more for services to dii-
abled veterans, Chapter 31 veterans, and for the counseling service.
What then, will be the new waiting period for the service-connect-
ed veterans? Are we going to talk about 200 or 300 days before you
get these services with all these added responsibilities?

Granted, the services outlined would be beneficial to the vetera-:
and ultimately to the Nation as a whole, but at a time when the
DVA is privately saying something has to be cut, we don't have the
money, and established a special committee under the guise of
working on a comprehensive package covering eligibility for medi-
cal and compensation programs, this is clearly a move to cut eligi-
bility and entitlement because they continue to refuse to be realis-
tic in their actual needs.

What we are alluding to is that after "X" amount of years, you
can't satisfy the needs of the recipients of onb program, namely,
the Chapter 31 program. How then is it possible to expand on a
program and o'Thr services to another, even larger, gi otr p of recipi-
ents?

Also under the voc rehab, as Dr. Wyant has stated, you have
many dropouts in the voc rehab program at i that's due to econom-
ics. The subsistence allowance paid to our disabled veterans under
that program is not enough and it has to be raised.

Each year, the Military Order of the Purple Heart has said that
we have to raise this to get it up at least to the levPl of the Chapter
35 recipients. We requested that a 7-percent increase be given to
the Chapter 31 recipients to try to enable more people to exist and
finish this training under the Chapter 31 program.

On H.R. 3053, the Military Order of the Purple Heart supports
the idea of the rehabilitation certificate for certain individuals dis-
charged from the Armed Forces with less than honorable dis-
charges.

The offense or offenses that led to the discharge disqualifies
them for being considered veterans for that period of service..

Therefore, we believe the DVA has no business in being involved
in the adjudication or issuing of these certificates. This process
would be better served being administered by the agency of origi-
nal jurisdiction or even by the agency that would furnish services
to a person receiving such a certificate.

As stated previously, DVA has neither the expertise, personnel
or funds to administer this program. It would also detract and fur-
ther impede the system of adjudicating benefits to honorably dis-
charged veterans.
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I thank you for this opportunity to present the views of the Mili-

tary Order of the Purple Heart.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Alvarez appears on p. 62.]
Mr. PINNY. Thank you, Mr. Alvarez.
Mr. Drach.

STATEMENT OF RONALD W. DRACH, NATIONAT. EMPLOYMENT
DIRECTOR, DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS

Mr. DRAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. There is not much left to
be said. I guess I picked the wrong seat this morning.

I am happy to be here representing the DVA to present testimo-
ny to you on our evaluation and review of the vocational rehabili-
tation program, specifically on the timeliness of services provided

to disabled veterans.
I think before we look at that, though, Mr. Chairman, we have to

ask whether or not the administration is willing to commit the
needed resources to provide timely and quality services. I think,
based on the testimony that came before me, including the VA's
own testimony, the administration is not willing to make that com-

mitment.
We have two or three &fferent proposals, one, the original VA

proposal which was, by comparison to what we've got, very liberal.
Then we have the independent budget put together by the four vet-

erans service organizations, which was a little bit more moderate,
:and then the House Veterans' Affairs Committee recommendations
to ti:e Budget Committee which is very similar to the one con-
tained in th: independent budget.

h is OMB and it is the administration that is blocking the in-
creased resources needed to provide those types of services. It is in-
teresting, because we have an increasing workload and declining
resources to address those increased workloads.

I mentioned the independent budget and, as you know, that inde-
pendent budget has been submitted to all members of the House
and Senate, as well as other organizations and gr :- .1 ae House

Veterans' Affairs Committee, Print Number 6, ReiAmt to the Com-
mittee on the Budget, from the Committee on Veterans' Affairs, re-
jects the Administration's proposal, ani3 we thank you very much
for your support in that area.

Hopefully, we will be able to restore some monies t the voca-
tional rehabilitation program to make the program bet, er. Accord-
ing to certain documents available to us, in 1984, fiscal year 1984,

VR&C had a field staff of 598 individuals. In 1989, that had de-

clined to 569.
By comparison, caseloads increased from almost 7,000, from

25,967 to 32,871, so it is very obvious that the problem is not going

to go away. It is going to get worse, unless the Administration is
going to make those commitments.

I'm not going to spend much time at all on case management.
Mr. Hoover covered that very adequately. I would just like to say,
though, that that case management study that was submitted, and
the only response we've seen so far is a letter of acknowledgment
from Secretary Derwinsky has been received.
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I think we owe a debt of gratitude to Dick Hoover and PVA for
doing that study. Although it became an official report of the Vet-
erans' Advisory Committee, the VA did not provide any staff sup-port for that. PVA provided all the staff support and paid for allthe travel of the peopie on the committee. We owe them a debt ofgratitude for that report.

Hopefully, with the advent of these hearings, something will bedone with that report and, as required by !aw, it should be submit-
ted to Congress with the Secretary's Annual Report. I understandthat it probably has not yet, only because of the timeframe in
which it was submitted to the VA and the timeframe in which the
Secretary must submit his report to Congress. I suspect it will bewith the fiscal year 89 report which has not been submitted yet.There is some good news to report, Mr. Chairman, that we're
very pleased about. We understand that the voc rehab prwramwill go on the so-called Target System, effective this July. That's
the computerized system. There are three things that we see hap-pening as a result of that that will improve the program.

Number one, it will speed payments. Right now, it takes any-where from 30 to maybe 45 days for an individual to receive a pay-ment after it has been approved. The Target System should speedthat up to about 5 or 6 days, so that's an obvious benefit.
By virtue of that, the second benefit should be a limited numberof inquiries for lack of payments because the payments will bethere much faster, and it would also indicate that there wouldprobably be a declining use or need to use the revolving fund loan.
All of this takes staff time to research on fir:, inquiries, to chase

them down, find the file, find out what has happened to it, and byvirtue of it being on target, it will be a lot easiei to follow.
DVA has no official position on any of the proposals contained in

H.R. 4089 but we certainly have no objection to any of those provi-sions that are being enacted into law. One provision, however, wewould like to comment on is where authorization would be given toVR&C staff to serve certain ac'S duty personnel who are within180 days of their discharge. We ink that is very consister.t withPublic Law 101-237 and needs to oe enacted, and we support that.That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. brach, w/attachments, appearson p. 70.j
Mr. PENNY. Thank you.
Mr. Hoover, in preparing your reportand again, we appreciateyour involvement in that whole processwhat facilities did youvisit?
Mr. HOOVER. Mr. Chairman, we tried to take a randon sampling

from around the country to give us some reliable return on the in-vestigation we were concerned about. We visited the regional of-fi s and medical centers at the following locations: Tampa/St. Pe-tersburg, Richmond/Roanoke, Minneapolis, and Long Beach/LosAngeles.
Mr. PENNY. In general, what were the major problems with theprovision of voc rehab that you observed lt those stations?
Mr. HOOVER. One of the most uniform things that we were ableto determine was that there was uniform lack of coordination be-tween, at that time, the Department of Medicine and Surgery and
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the Department of Veterans' Benefits, on t",eir coordination in the
transfer of veterans from one of the entities to the other.

There was redundancy of testing. There is a battery of tests that
are available for clinical psycho!--ists on the medical side and for
the counseling psychologists on the benefit side.

Sometimes, for example if a clinical psychologist liked to use a
Wechsler IQ test, there ware instances in which the counseling psy-
chologist did not like a Wechsler, and maybe wanted to use a Stan-
ford-Benet. That is just one specific example. We ran into that
problem of redundancy on that spectrum of tests that were avail-
able.

There was a uniform lack of adeguate FTEE in VR&C across the
spectrum with a recognizable, significant, tremendous caseload of
people that the VA system had to address that was significantly

_greater than that which was utilized in the private sector.
The biggest difficulty we had, though, I think, was in recognizing

and trying to understand why the Department of Medicine and
SurgeryI use that terminology, because the study addresses that
specific language.

The Department nf Medicine and Surgery had leered from what
initially had been the purpose or the creation of the Veterans' Ad-
ministration for, primarily, employment and vocational rehabilita-
tion going back to colonial days, to purely a medical delivery entity
with very little interest in vocational rehabilitation or the veteran
from the holistic standpoint.

Mr. PENNY. In the area of coordination, would you view the prob-
lem more on the side of the Veterans' Health Service and Research
Administration or on the side of the Veterans' Benefits?

Mr. HOOVER. Let me refer to BM&S, if I may, on the study. We
had significant problems there. They just did not see their role as
being one of vocational rehabilitation. That was one of the reasons
the committee made the recommendation that a new entity be cre-
ated, which would act as a coordinating entity for case manage-
ment between the two specific agencies.

BM&S has very little interest in the provision of vozational reha-
bilitation services. It didn't see that as one of their roles.

Mr. PENNY. SO, you think that coordinating entity would help to
overcome this?

Mr. HOOVER. It was the opinion, unanimously, of the advisory
committee that if we were going to be able to accomplish a true
case management process, as is utilized in the civilian sector, that
that would be necessary, yes, sir.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Hoover.
Ron, in your written testimony, you made the statement, '

unconscionable that this Administration has determined that dis-
abled veterans are less important than other disabled people." You
make some reference to state/Federal rehab programs.

Is that to say that there are other programs that are superior?
Would you want to list for us which programs are better and in
what respects?

Mr. DRACH. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to comment on that. I
want to go back a couple of years to when I first became involved
in disability issues, outside of just veterans' issues back in the mid
to late 1970s, I guess.
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There was a lot of jealousy in the nonveteran community about
the voc rehab benefits that were availabk, through the VA by the
nonveteran disabled population, because the VA system was looked
at as a very good system, a very good program.

I haven't heard that lately. I don't hear the state or Federal
system, which is available to nonveteran disabled people and what
it is, it's the Departir -nt Education funds all the various states
to provide vocatioLai eehahilitation to disabled 'Tidividuals who are
not eligible for VA voc rehab or who are not veterans.

The caseload in that federal/state relationship now is about 85
cases per VRS, and that's because the monies beitig allocated to
that system are adequate enough to provide. for that lower case
level. It is very obvious again, when yuu compare that to 220, that
there is an awful big disparity there.

Now, there was a question earlier about the turnover. Dr. Wyantz
indicated at leas in the VRS area, the turnover is not really there
right now. It was only ten last year, but I would tend to think th-t
the ability to recruit and hire new people for these jobs as the
turnover takes place, or to maybe retain, in the future, VA employ-
ees to do this, when they car. go and have a much easier caseload
in the s; ate/Federal system, they are going to be able to do a better
job.

I think those that are committed to doing a better job are going
to have to look at that and say, "Well, if I can serve 85 people with
quality service versus serving 220 people with a lack of quality
service," we may see a lot of people jump ship.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you.
Bob, I noted in your testimony that you indicated you felt that

the Department of Defense was the more appropriate agency to
hand out these certificates ari then you made some vague refer-
ence t perhaps another agency. Was that a reference to the De-
partment of Labor?

Mr. ALVAREZ, Yes, it was, Congressman.
Mr. PENNY. That's the other possibility that we might want to

think about. I believe that's the way it was handled up until 1982.
While I'm supportive of the idea presented by P-presentatives
Rangel and Bennett, we might want to further pi..aue that slid
think about some of the concerns you raised before we bring the
bill up in subcommittee for a mark-up.

Mr. ALVAREZ. As I said, we are supportive of the idea, but we
just don't think it's thf best.

Mr. PENNY. I have ho fu ther questions of this panel. Chris, do
you have questions?

Mr. SMITH OF NEW JERSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wilkerson, I noticed in your testimony that you pointed out

in light of politicai events in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union,
there could be a large influx of veterans needing many of these
services.

I think all of us are very encouraged with these rapid changes
occurring in Eastern Europe. We just recently had Secretary
Cheney and GEN Powell testify before the Foreign &fails Commit-
tee, of which I am a member. And beth spoke very strongly to the
changes 0 are occurring in the military, not just with declining
budgets bu . also with the collapsing of our force structure, and that
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by the year 1995, we will have a much different active Army and
reserve component in the field than we do today.

I was wondering if you could tell usand perhaps all of the wit-
nesses would want to comment on thiswhether or not, in your
view, the VA is getting adequately prepared for this influx which is
likely to occur and the great demand which will be put on rehabili-
tation and vocational services?

Mr. WILiczasoN. I think that, given the overall budgeting process,
I don't believe VA was able to foresee these events, which have oc-
curred very rapidly, in the preparation of the 1991 budget request.

I think this, perhaps, may be accommodated to some greater
degree in next year's budget. However, I think the impact of these
events and changing policies, whether or not there is a direct corre-
lation, certainly will create a definite increased demand for serv-
ices by people leaving the military service.

Any increase in the number of discharges will further impact an
already severely stretched situation in the VA, so I believe that
something definitely needs to be done, and soon, to address this
problem in future years.

Mr. SMITH OF NEW JERSEY. Do you know if there is anything in
place right now, in terms of analysis of the problem and what we
can anticipate?

Mr. WILKERSON. No, sir, we don't.
Mr. &Arm OF NEW JERSEY. Not even ad hoc?
Mr. WILKERSON. No, we haven't reached that stage, as yet.
Mr. SMITH OF NEW JERSEY. Would anyone else want to comment

on that?
Mr. DRACH. I'd like to comment on it. I agree with everything

that Phil said, and I think the problem will be compounded be-
cause of the influx of new people. I think there have been some
steps taken that have probably been more informal than formal up
to the preser t time.

I put that blame more on the Department of Labor than I do on
the part of the VA. The Department of Labor has a mandate in
101.237 to work with DOD and the Department of Veterans Affairs
in developing a transition program for both disabled and nondis-
abled active military people within 180 days of discharge.

Of course, your bill would address that to some extent by allow-
ing the VA to serve those individuals, but that particular service is
long overdue. We have had individuals in military hospitals all too
long, and not getting those types of services.

I think now that this TAP program, this Transition Assistance
Program, is starting to move, the Department of Labor is starting
to realize that they can't do this alone, that they are not supposed
to do it alone, and that there is a significant role for the VA.

I don't think they are realizing it fast enough at the Department
of Labor, but by contrast, Dr. Wyant testified that he went down to
St. Petersburg I think last week, to hear and attend a briefing.

I find that kind of ironic, that an individual from the Depart-
ment of Labor in Washington, D.C., went down to St. Petersburg to
brief people down there, which is fine, but that a high level staff
person of the VA had to go to St. Petersburg to get that briefing,
why isn't that briefing taking place here in Washington between
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DOD, VA and the Department of Labor? I don't see that working
here.

Mr. SMITH OF NE'W JERSEY. Would anybody else want to com-
ment? Mr. Hoover.

Mr. Hoorn. I would just echo Mr. Drach's comments and simply
add that I can't conceive of an already overburdened system to the
degree that we have nowo and i's inability to address the netds
that we have now among the Nation's veterans, being able to pro-
vide service that it is going to have to provide for any increase at
all.

Mr. WILKERSON. Mr. Smith, I'd like to make one other comment.
I believe the system used by the military service in selecting indi-
viduals for discharge has changed significantly. I'm. not sure that
they can identify, within projecting the 180 days for certain indi-
viduals to be released, perhaps some moreso than others.

This, as I understand it, is a very speedy process and an individ-
ual can be served short notice that he will be discharged within a
relatively short period of time, which would effectively prevent the
necessary coordination, I believe, with DOD and VA's outreach ef-
forts in the military service.

Mr. SMITH OF NEW JERSEY. Mr. Drach and Mr. Hoover, you both
identified the case management system as a real problem. As a
matter of fact, in response to the chairman's questions, you began
to elaborate.

There are a couple of questions I had with rard to that. What
kind of increase in personnel do you anticipAte a new system would
require? What would be your ideal timeline for crafting and imple-
menting and having on-line this new program?

Mr. Hoov .R. That's a difficult question for me to respond to. The
committee, in addressing the issues that we determined, was reluc-
tant to identify a problem without making a recommendation for a
solution. We had hoped that we would have a response and be able
to perhaps work in some of those areas prior to, certainly, this
time.

Mr. Smith, in response to your question, I guess I'm going to
have to say that I can't give you a definitive answer on either of
the two questions that you have adked. It is a difficult thing. It is a
broad spectrum program which covers a lot of areas.

It would require tremendous coordination between the medical
side and the benefits side, and some good management processes
and procedures in developing a system, which would have the abili-
ty to transition that breach which presently exists between those
two entities.

The committee determined, though, as I had mentioned earlier to
the chairman, that under the present system, we did not see any
way, with the rivalries that existed between the two entities, with
the perception by the medical side that their mission only was ori-
ented toward medicine and very little in the vocational rehabilita-
tion area, that we would be able to change within so large a VA
system, that philosophy.

The development of a structure and the manning of that particu-
lar structure I think would have to be addressed by a task group or
a task force of some type.
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Mr. DP4CH. Based on the committee's recommendations, Mr.
Smith, I don't think it would really impact a lot of new people or
that it would require a lot of new people.

I think what we recommended, and I may be wrong, as I haven't
read the study for a while now, we were really talking about a new
entity more at the central office level to oversee it. We would still
use existing employees out in the field to provide the case manage-
ment.

One of the other problems associated with the medical side of
case management that Mr. Hoover really didn't touch on was, in
our opinionthe one thing that he did touch on was that the medi-
cal field didn't see voc rehab as their mission, that it was primarily
medical care.

The other thing is, Itere there was case management going on
in the medical care systt n, it varied as to who was responsible. In
some cases, it was a GS-7. In other cases, it was a GS-11, maybe a
GS-13. There was no consistency.

When the committee raised this issue a couple of years b...ck, it
was interesting because a couple of weeks after we had discussed it
in the committee meeting, a directive came out of the Chief Medi-
cal Director. The committee was pretty happy that this had oc-
curred.

After we sat down and we read it, we realized all it was was it
was a reissuance of 1982 directive on case management, so they
didn't do a darn thing except to reissue something that was already
out in the field.

Mr. SMITH OF NEW JERSEY. Thank you. I yield back the balance
of my time.

Mr. PENNY. I don't have any further questions. We do appreciate
your presentations this morning. With that, the committee stands
adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 10:30 a.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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APPENDIX

101ST CONGRESS

H. R.H R 30531ST SESSION

To authorize the Secrets iy of Veterans Affairs to issue exemplary rehabilitation
certificates for certain individuals discharged from the Armed Forces.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JULY 31, 1989

Mr. BENNETT (for himself, Mr. FAUNTROY, Mr. ROE, Mr. FRANK, Mr. ATKINS,
Mrs. COLLINS, Mr. FLAKE, Mr. NEAL of North Carolina, Mr. HUGHES, Mr.
FOSTER, Mr. CLAY, Mr. BERMAN, and Mrs. BENTLEY), introduced the fol-
lowing bill; which was referred jointly to the Committees on Armed Services,
Veterans' Affairs, and Education and Labor

A BILL
To authorize the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to issue exem-

plary rehabilitation certificates for certain individuals dis-
charged from the Armed Forces.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. EXEMPLARY REHABILITATION CERTIFICATES.

4 (a) APPLICATION.The Secretary of Veterans Affairs

5 shall act on any application for an Exemplary Rehabilitation

6 Certificate received under this section from any person who

7 was discharged or dismissed from the Armed Forces under

8 conditions other than honorable, or who received a general

(27)
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2

1 discharge, at least three years before the date of receipt of

2 such application.

3 (b) ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATE.--(1) III the Cage of any

4 individual discharged or dismissed from the Armed Foices

5 under conditions other than honorable before or after-4the en-

6 actment of this section, the Secretary of Veterans Affairs

7 may consider an application for, and issue to that person, an

8 Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate dats ?. as of the date of

9 issuance, if it is establis' to his satwfaction that such

10 person has rehabilitated himself, that his character is food,

11 and that his conduct, activities, and habits since he was dis-

12 charged or dismissed have been exemplary for a reasonable

13 period of time, but not less than three years.

14 (2) The Secretary of Veterans Affairs shall supp.y to the

15 Secretary of Defense a copy of each Exemplary Rehabilita-

16 tion Certificate which is issued, and the Secretary of Defense

17 shall place it in the military personnel record of the individual

18 to whom the certificate ie issued.

19 (C) SUPPORTING MATERIALFor the purposes of sub-

20 section (b), oral and written evidence, or both, may be used,

21 including-

22 (1) a notarized statement from the chief law en-

23 forcement officer of the town, city, or county in which

24 the applicant resides, attestink, to h;s general reputa-

25 tion so far as police and court records are concerned;

115 3054 III
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1 (2) a notarized statement from his employer, if

2 employed, giving the employer's address, and attesting

3 to the applicant's general reputation and employment

4 record;

5 (3) notarized statements from not less than five

6 persons, attesting that they have personally known him

7 for at least three years as a person of good reputation

8 and exemplary conduct, and the extent of personal con-

9 tact they have had with him; and

10 (4) such independent investigations as the Secre-

11 tary of Veterans Affairs may make.

12 Any person making application under this section may appear

13 in person or by counsel before the Secretary of Veterans

14 Affairs.

15 (d) RESTRICTION.No benefits uncle,- any laws of the

16 United States (including but not limited to those relating to

17 pensions, compensation, hospitalization, military pay and al-

18 lowances, education, loan guarantees, retired pay, or other

19 benefits based on miiitary service) shall accrue to any person

20 to whom an Exemplary Rehubilitation Certificate is issued

21 under subsection (b) uniess he would be entitled to those ben-

22 efits under his original discharge or dismissal.

23 (e) EMPLOYMENT OFFICEELThe Secretary of Labor

24 shall require that the national system of public employment

25 offices established under the Act I June 6, 1933, chapter

lilt 3053 III 32
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1 49, as amended (29 U.S.C. 49 et seq.), accord to any person

2 who has been discharged or dismissed under conditions other

3 than honorable but who has been issued an Exemplary Reha-

4 bilitation Certificate special counseling and job development

5 assistance.

6 (f) REPORT.The Secretary of Veterans Affairs shall

7 report to Congress not later than January 15 of each year

8 the number of cases reviewed by him under this sectior and

9 the number of Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificates issuul.

10 (g) IMPLEMENTATION.In Carrying out the provisions

11 of this section the Secretary of Veterans Affairs may-

12 (1) issue regulations;

13 (2) delegate authority; and

14 (3) utilize the services of the Office of Personnel

15 Management for making such investigations as may be

16 mutually agreeable.

HR 3053 HI
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IOW CONGRESS H. R. 40892D SESSION

To amend title 38, United States Code, with respect to educational and vocational

counseling for veterans, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

nBRUARY 22, 1990

Mr. PENNY (tor himself and Mr. Sham of New Jersey) introduced the following

bill; which was referred tr the Conunittee on Veterans' Affairs

A BILL
To amend title 38, United States Code, with respect to educa-

tional and vocational counseling for veterans, and for other

purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SE7TION 1. EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL COUNSELING;

4 VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION.

5 (a) COUNSELING SEEVICES.(1) Chapter 36 of title

6 38, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end of

7 subchapter El the following new section:

8 "§ 1797A. Educational and vocational counseling

9 "(a) The Secretary shall make available to an individual

10 described in subsection (b) of this section, upon such individ-

3
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1 uars request, counseling services, including such educational

2 and vocational counseling and guidance, testing, and other

3 assistance as the Secretary determines necessary to aid the

4 individual in selecting-

5 "(1) an educational or training objective and an

6 educational institution or training establishment appro-

7 priate for the attainment of such objective; or

8 "(2) an employment objective that would be likely

9 to provide such individual with satisfactory employ-

10 ment opportunities in the light of the individual's per-

11 sonal circumstances.

12 "(b) For the purposes of this section, the term 'individ-

13 ual means an individual who-

14 "(1) is eligible for educational assistance under

15 chapter 30, 31, or 32 of this title or chapter 106 of

16 title 10;

17 "(2) was discharged or released from active duty

18 under conditions other than dishonorable if not more

19 than one year has elapsed since the date of such last

20 discharge or release from active duty; or

21 "(3) is serving on active duty with the Armed

22 Forces and is within 180 days of the estimated date of

23 such individual's discharge or release from active duty

24 under conditions other than dishonoraEe, including

.lit 4089 ni
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1 those who are making a determination of whether to

2 continue as members of the Armed Forces.

3 "(c) In any cue in which the Secretary has rated the

4 individual as being incompetent, the counseling services de-

5 scribed in subsection (a) of this section shall be required to be

6 provided to the individual before the selection of a program of

7 education or training.

8 "(d) At such intervals as the .9,retary determines nee-

9 essary, the Secretary shall make a' hle information con-

10 cerning tne need for general education and for trained per-

11 sonnel in the various crafts, trades, and professions. Facilities

12 of other Federal agencies collecting such information shall be

13 utilized to the extent the Secretary determines practicable.

14 "(e) The Secretary shall take appropriate steps (includ-

15 ing individual notification where feasible) to acquaint all indi-

16 viduals described in subsection (b) of this section with the

17 availability and advantages of counseling services under this

18 section.".

19 (2) Chapter 34 of such title is amended-

20 (A) by striking out -,ce.tion 1663; and

21 (B) in the table of sections of such chapter, by

22 striking out "1663. Educational and vocational coun-

23 seling.".

24 (3) Sections 1434401.1 ) and 1641(aX1) of such title are

25 amended by striking out "1663,".

n 4089 Ili
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1 (4) Section 1797(a) of such title is amended by inserting

2 "under section 1797A of this title or to an individual" after

3 "individual".

4 (5) The table of sections of chapter 36 of such title is

5 amendei by adding the following new item at the end of the

6 ite.n for subchapter II:

1797A. 'Educational and vocational counaeling.".

(b) REHABILITATION UNDER CHAPTER 31.Section

8 1502(1)(B) of such title is amended by inserting "Secretary of

9 Veterans Affairs or the" after "over which the".

10 (c) HANDLING Pmts.(1) Section 1504(aX7) of such

11 title is amended-

12 (A) by inserting "(A)" before "Vocational";

13 (B) by redesignating clauses (A) and (B) as

14 clauses (i) and (ii);

15 tO) ky striking out "and licensing" and inserting

16 in lieu thereof "handling charges, licensing"; and

17 (D) by adding at the end the following new sub-

18 paragraph:

19 "(B) Payment for the services and assistance provided

20 under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph shall be made from

21 funds available for the payment of readjustment benefits.".

22 (2) The amendments made by this subsection shall apply

23 only to payments made on or after October 1, i990, or after

24 the date of the enactment of this Act, whichever is later.

ilt 4069 1H
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1 (d) AmouNT OF ALLONVANCE.Section 1508(oX2) of

2 such title is amended by inserting ", State, or local govern-

3 mental" after "Federal".

4 SEC. 2. REPEAL OF CERTAIN REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.

5 (a) IN GENERAL.Section 1642 and paragraph (3) of

6 section 178(e) of title 38, United States Code, are repealed.

7 (b) CLERICAL AlIENDICENT.The table of sections for

8 chapter 32 of such title is amended by striking out _I._ item

9 ior section 1642.

10 SEC. 3. TECILNICALS.

11 Title 38, United States Code, is amended as follows:

12 (1) Section 1418(bX4) is amended-

13 (A) by striking out the comma after "serv-

14 ice" and inserting in lieu thereof "(i)"; and

15 (B) by inserting ", or (ii) has successfully

16 completed the equivalent of 12 semester hours in

17 a program of education leading to a standard col-

18 lege degree" before the semicolon.

19 (2) Section 1433(b) is amended by striking out

20 "section 902 of the Department of Defense Authoriza-

21 tion Act, 1981 (10 U.S.C. 2141 note)," and inserting

22 in lieu thereof "chapter 109 of title 10".

23 (3) 3ection 1685(aX1) is amended

liR 4009 III
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1 (A) by redesignating clauses (1) through (5)

2 in the second sentence as clauses (A) through (B);

3 and

4 (B) in clause (B) as redesignated by subpar*,

5 graph (A), by inserting after "Department of De-

6 fense facilities" the follor'ng: "or facilities of the

7 Selected Reserve of the Ready Reserve".

8 (4) Section 3013(a) is amended by inserting "or

9 chapter 106 of title 10" after "of this title".

3 9HR 4..
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Statement et the Honorable Charles Z. Bassett
before the Subcommittee n Education, Training and

Employment concerning MR 3503
March S. 1990

Mr. Chairman: Thank you and the distiaguithed subcommittee for this
mortunity to testify on MR 3053, a bill to authorize tne Secretary ot
Veterans Affaio to issue exemplary rehabilitation certificsues foe certain
individuals discharged from the Armed 'Forces.

I am sincere in my appreciation foe the opportualty to talk with you today,
because opportunity is what my legislating% is all about. The opportunity
for certain young men end women, who have volunteered to serve in the
defense of our country, to be even a second chance in life.

Foe some former military members a secoad chance would take the
appearance of an exemplary rehabilitation certificate (EEC). My legislation
would allow certain service members to apply for ERC't upon proof of good
conduct, bat no sootier dun three years after diechargu, An ERC does not
change the character ot the military discharge, nor does it allow a person
to hooestly deny the type of discharge received, but it does give people the
opportunity to have a fresh start. It also entitles tbe holder to special
counseling and job development assistance at public employment offices.

As you are aware, with the exception of a relatively small number of
Vietnam Cra draftees who are still on active duty, our country is wholly
remit on volunteers to staff our armed forces. Fortunately, because we
have been very successful in attracting talented, ambitious, and
industrious men and women to our comitry's service, we are able to be
selective about who is offered oae privilege of serving in our nation's
defense.

Yet, even with the high calier of today's recruits, youthful traasgressions
do occur. In many instances the person is immature; his or ber mistake
may be something as simple as being absent without leave, which in the
youth's judgement may be for good cause, such as a tragedy as home.
Sadly, wine of these youthful transgressbns may lead to a regrettable
discharge. Of course, youthful transgrerions occur to non-military
members as well. Some even lead to criminal prosecution. But our system
allows a simple mechanism for criminal offenders to have their records
sealed, or they may be pardoned, so they may honestly deny having a
record. A young person who volunteers to serve his or her country
through our Armed Forces does not enjoy the same opportunity. A
regrettable discharge stays with a person for life.

Eremplary rehabilitation certificate's are not a new idea. In fact, I was
successful in have similar legislation passed in 1966, and from 1967
through 1982, veterans were able to apply for such rehabilitation
certificates from the Department of Labor pursuant to Public Law 90-83.
During this period, 2,704 applications were filed and 1,.139 cettificates
were issued, indicating that many %eterans had successfully rehabilitated
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themselves subsequent to their discharge. Unfortuaately, tbe law was
repealed at the request of the Department of Labor,. without notice to me,
without substantive Congressional input, and without floor debate, hidden
as a three line entry in Public Law 97-306, the expansive Veterans'
Compensation, Education and Employment Amendments of 1982.

Unlike the earlier law, H.R. 3053 places tbe responsibility oa tbe
Department of Veterans Affairs, which. I believe is better equipped to
handle the responsibility and is more sympatbetic to-the problems and
needs of veterans.

I do not need to remind you that the problems and needs of veterans are
our problems and needs. Soldiers helped us ntablisb our democracy, and
continue to defend our freedom. Nor do I need to remind you of tbe value
of rehabilitation. However, as an example of the success of rehabilitation I
would refer to the 1988 Department of Veterans Affairs study that found
that disabled veterans declared rehabilitated increased their annual
income from an average of $2,765 pre-rehabilitation to $15,585 post-
rehabilitation, and their federal tax payments over 600 percentl

A 1987 Department of Labor memorandum estimated the annual costs of
this program to be $22,500. Although that figure may be slighdy higher in
1990 terms, if we extract from the study just mentioned. the Program
would be a success if only 2 veterans were rehabilitated in this manner.

As members of Congress we often wear many hats. At times we are
revenue producers. According to the Veterans Affairs study, H.R. 3053
would increase federal revenues by increasing the earning capability of
recipients. At other times we are social workers. With passage of H.R.
3053 we can help folks who have helped themselves, by granting them an
exemplary rehabilitation certificate.

I encourage this committee to enact this n.odest legislation. By doing so
we will send the message that everyone deserves a second chance.
especially those who have volunteered to serve our country.

Thank you for allowing me to testify.
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Mr. Chairman and members or the Committee I appreciate this
oppatunity to testify before you on HR 3053, a BM So Whorls* the
Secretary of Veterans Affairs to issue exemplary rehabilitation
certificates (ERCs) to certain individuals discharged front the Armed
Forces.

It is true that many of this country's veterans, both men and women,
who have received less than honorable discharges have difficulty
obtainiag meaningful employment because of the stigma that a 'bur
discharge reccesents. In many cases these individaals caa, with
help, overcome tbe negative effects of a period of misconduct and
become productive members of our society. These offenders are
often young and immature who deserve every opportunity, however
small, to right their past wrongs. Others in civilian life or at college
are forgiven deeds which are less rapidly forgiven in a soldier. A
rehabilitated person deserves tbe opportunity to clear his record and
the ERC, I believe, wili help achieve this.

The perception amongst many is that an other than honorable
discharge characterizes an individual as undisciplined, rebellious, and
untrustworthy; and that be Of she will remain that way for the
remainder of their lives. These discharges can be a barrier to
employment even in cases where the discharged person has lived a
credible ilian life. This perception persists despite the fact that
only the dis'ionorable discharge requires a court martial and applies
only to pent ns havina been convicted of offenses usually recognized
in civilian jurisdictions as felonious. The dishonorable discharge
represents a very small fraction (less than I%) of tbe total number of
"other than honorable' discharges. General, other than honorable, and
bad conduct discharges, however, represent almost 20% of the total
discharges is the armed forces. It is this group of veterans that will
benefit most from the ERC.

Also, tbe cost of the ERC program is very little and its potential to
assist an otherwise stigmatized person is greatest in helping to
restore lost self-esteem and help overcome what could become an
enduring obstacle to achievement. If nothing else the ERC will give
potential employers reason to take a second look at individuals who
might otherwise be rejected immediately because of "bad paper.'

I urge my colleagues to endorse these certificates and thank you for
this opportunity to testify.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to be here today to review the implementation

and effectiveness of the improved chapter 31 vocational rehabili-

tation program, with particular emphasis on the quality and

timeliness of services provided by our Vocational Rehabilitation

and Counseling (VRiC) staff to service-connected disabled

veterans, and to comment on legislation you are currently

considering. I will also comment on other counseling programs

which the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) admink,fers.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, Title I of Public Law 96-466, the

Veterans Rehabilitation and Ei%cation Amendments of 1980, insti-

tuted a number of signifi'..ant chaiges in the veterans' vocational

rehabilitation program iffece.ve April 1, 1981. Not only did

this law serve to broaden the scope of this program and create

new services but, even more importantly, the comprehensive study

leading to passage of Public Law 96-466 cited the need for a

shift in the focus of the rehabilitation program. The recommended

shift was from simple restoration of a veteran's employability,

through training, to the provision of all services and assistance

necessary to enable a veteran to achieve maximum independence in

43
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daily living and, to the maximum extent feasible, to become

employable and to obtain and maintain suitable employment.

Mr. Chairman, eould like co summarize where we are in the

chapter 31 program today and review with you recent accomplish-

ments and planned initiatives which have particular relevance to

one of VA's highest priorities--rehabilitating service-connected

disatOed veterans.

During FY 1989, VII:C counseling psychol,gists conducted

30,745 chapter 31 initial rehabilitation evaluations, and

provided personal and vocational adjustment counseling

services to 8,710 other chapter 31 service-connected Aisabled

veterans. In addition, similar evaluations were provided to

2,685 chapter 15 nonservice-connected disabled veterans to assess

their feasibility, for vocational training. The number of

disabled veterans completing chapter 31 and chapter 15

rehabilitation evaluations has remained relatively stable over

the past 5 years. An additional 3,302 nondisabled veterans and

dependents were provided educational and vocational counseling

services under other programs administered by VRAC, down from

5,538 during FY 1988. Public Law 100-687 will enable us to

handle the expected increase in requests for counseling services

under the chapter 30 program. There were six contract counseling

centers in 1988. We have now increased the number of contract

centers to 51 and anticiwAte further increases as community

counseling resources :an be developed.

Duri.j FY 1989, of the 30,745 service-connected disabled

veterunl who completed a chapter 31 initial rehabiIitation ealu-

atio 4 12,219 were ai,sisted in deqeloping individualized rehibili-

tation plans and entered the chapter 31 pre.jram as participants.

This represents 40 percent of those chapter 31 veteran applicants

who completed an initial rehabilitation evaluation.

-2-
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At present, 25,157 veterans are activel: participating in a

program of rehqbilitation services. V1RSC stet are also morking

with an additional 8,199 veterans who have interrupted their

programs because of personal, academic, or health problems. Most

are expected to return to active wticipation in a vocational

rehabilitation program with the assistance provided by VPSC staff

in resolving the problems which caused interruption. Of the

disabled veterans currently participating in a program of rehabil-

itation services, 3,109 are considered *job .eady and are

receiving employment services. The number of disabled vtrans

provided rehabilitation services has been increasing slightly

over the past 5 years, averaging between 24,000 and 25,000 per

ycar. We believe this increase in the number in the program, at

a tIme when applications have not increased, reflects our emphasis

on more comprehensive quality evaluation and rehabilitation

planning resulting.in fewer veterans discontinuing their programs.

VR&C staff assist veterans in acquiring suitable employment as

a part of the chapter 31 program. The number of days for the

average veteran to acquire scch employment after becoming job-

ready was 299 days in PY 1987 and is now 283 days. I must point

out here, however, that the minimum number of days in employment

service is 60 days, since a veteran is provided post-employment

services for that minimum period prior to being declared

rehabilitated.

VRIX field staff have been challenged by their workload and

are working vigorously to provide quality services within

reasonable time frames. We are senetive to the potential impact

of changes in the Department of Defense manpower strength and are

preparing options to serve new service-connected veterans dis-

placed from active military duty by reduction in force. We have

done our best to retain qualified staffing at a level which will

meet program needs. In the context of wise use of resources, we

-3-
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appreciate the recent legislative change to the chapter 15

pensioners vocational training program contained in Public Law

101-237, the Veterans' Benefits Amendments of 1989. This change

reduces the age at which vocational feasibility evaluations are

required from under age 50 to under age 45. Of course,

evaluation and training services continue to be available to

those veterans 45 and over on request. Our experience with this

program suggests, however, that the required evaluation should be

eliminated making this program totally voluntary. This change

would help us to focus our staff resources on those veterans who

have demonstrated a greater interest, motivation, and ability to

return to gainful employment.

Public Law 96-466 authorized the VA to provide independent

living services to participants in vocational rehabilitation pro-

grams. It also established a program of independent living ser-

vices fro: seriously disabled veterans for whom achievement of a

vocational goal is currently infeasible. A 4-year pilot pro-

gram was established. Following an evaluation of the results of

the pilot program, Congress extended this program through FY 1989,

under the provisions of Public Law 99-576, the omnitus Veterans'

Benefits Improvement and Health-Care Authorization Act of 1986.

Public Law 1(1-237 made the independent living program a permanent

part of the chapter 31 program effective December 18, 1989. Many

disabled ,eterans initially receive independent living services

as prrt of the tedical rehabilitation process. However, VRiC

staff have approved for participation in the chapter 31

independent living program approximately 270 very seriously

disabled veterans since the program began in 1981.

Mr. Chairman, I would now .ke to provide you with an overview

of improvements and recent program accomplishments which are

enhancing the quality and timeliness of services to veterans in

the chapter 31 program.

-4-
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As you know, Public Law 96-466 required the appointment of an

advisory committee to be known as the Veterans Advisory Committee

on Rehabilitation. The Committee, under the able leadership of

Mr. Ronald W. Drach, National Employment Director, Disabled

American Veterans, assesses the rehabilitation needs of veterans,

reviews the programs and activities of VA designed to meet those

needs, and offers recommendations to the Secretary concerning the

administration of the veterans rehabilitation program. The

Comnittee held its first meeting March 16, 1982, and has been

active in reviewing the implementation and operation of the

.rocational rehabilitation program. One significant Committee

initiative is the current evaluation of the chapter 31 program

designed to analyze its effectiveness which is being conducted by

VA's Office of Program Coordination and Evaluation. The Veterans

-Benefits Administration endorsed this recommendation. The report

of this evaluation is due in the early summer of this year.

Mr. Chairman, as the Congress recognized in enacting Public

Law 96-466, the success of the chapter 31 program is measured to

a large extent by the numbe:s of disabled veterans who become

suitably employed. Therefore, the provision of effective employ-

ment services is essential to the mission of. VA's vocational

rehabilitation program, and we have completed a number of

initiatives to strengthen the employment services phase of the

reha ilitation process.

First, we completed a revised and updated VA-Department of

Labor emplo.ment services agreement between VA and the Department

of Labor (DOL) which provides for a greater degree of cooperation

in providing employnent assistance to disabled veterans. In

addition, a formal agreement was entered into with DOL to train

VA's vocational rehabilitation specialist staff at the National

Veterans Training Institute.

-5-
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During FY 1989, 120 VRAC staff were provided employment

skills training at the /nstitute to enhance their effectiveness

in providing employment services to service-connected disabled

veterans. 9ngoing training of this type is critical to the

effective operation of thc ditabled veterans vocational

rehabilitation.program.

Finally, as you know, in FY 1988, we created an Employment

Task Fnrce consisting of VRiC staff to study the obstacles to

employment of disabled veterans in rehabilitation programs. The

task force identified a number of constraints to effective

delivery of employment services, including limited staff

resources, the broad geograph1L distribution of disabled

veterans, and the need for staff development in job placement

skills, As noted above, we Pave already partially addressed the

last issue through

Training Institute.

staff training at the National Veterans

The Task Force also identified on-job

training as an effective means of developing suitable

enployment. In particular, the use of training and work

experience at no or nominal pay in Federal agencies has greatly

enhanced the vocational rehabilitation program. We wish to thank

the Committee for its support in expanding this authority to the

use of State and local government agencies under Public

Law 100-689.

we are working on a number of initiatives to further enhance

the quality of services to veterans. We have developed a new

quality review system which was implemented in FY 1989. The

revised system is designed to reinforce quality aspects of

rehabilitation work while noting areas of weakness and

corrective actiots needed. Additionally, in FY 1989, we

implemented the VR6C Total Performance Management (TM) system to

measure and assess program management in terms of quality, time-

liness, productivity, and effectiveness. In addition to these

-6-
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initiatives, we are working to provide our field staff with state-

of-the-art technology which can used in the f the

veteran while reducing administrative overhead.

For instance, a computer-based system currently under

development, the Functional Asssss ment Review System (FARS), will

allow the counseling psychologist conducting A rehabilitation

evaluation to enter a variety of
pertinent information about a

disabled veteran from which the system will be capable of

generating compctible vocational goals for consideration. Once

the veteran selects a goal, the FARS would then print out the

veteran's rehabilitation plan, including the goal, objectives to

be achieved, and specific service providers available in the

veteran's geographical location.

The installatlon of the chapter 31 Phase II Target payment

system, nuw schedul^d for installation on July 2, 1990, will rem-

edy many of the payment and internal control problems experienced

with the current outdated payment system. Subsistence award pro-

cessing and other related functions will be comparable and compat-

ible with other automated veterans' benefit delivery systems and

more accurate and timely service to the veteran will be providcd.

Kr. Chairman, vocational renabilitation not only restores

service-connected disabled veterans to lives of productivity and

independence from government support systems, it has a long

history of demonstrating its investment qualities for the Country.

An example of this is taken froF a study we conducted in FY 1988.

We studied the pre- and post-rehabilitation histories of the 2,407

service-connected disabled veterans declared rehabilitated the

previous year and found that these veterans increased their annual

income from an average of $2,765 to $15,586, and their Federal tax

payments over 600 percent. This is dramatic proof, we believe,

of the dollars and cents logic of vocational rehabilitation.

-7-
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Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to comment today on legislation

which you are currently considering for the chapter 31 program.

h part of the proposed draft provides an opportunity for

servicemembers who are within 180 days of separation and veterans

who are within a period up to 1 year following separation, and

who may not otherwise be eligible for education benefits, to

receive educational and vocational counseling through the VitiC

program. We believe that this im a logical and reasonable

approach to providing these individuals with the guidance they

may need as they start a new phase of their lives. We would

anticipate using our contract counseling resources for the

majority of these cases.

A secono oart of this legislation addresses a 'glitch' in

title 38 which allows us to Provide rehabilitation services to

servicemembers who are in a hospital under the control of the

Department of Defense while pending separation action due to

dibability, b.,t does not allow us to carry out this activity if

this same servicemember is in a VA facility. We believe that

this proposed legislation corrects the problem. However, the

language, as framed, addreszes the care of the servicemember who

is hospitalilad, but does not provide for those individuals who

are in a medtcal holding status and are being provided medical

care on an :utpatient basis pending separation for disability.

we believe that it would be appropriate to inc' 'A'. these individ-

uals in the authority to provide services. We agree without

comment on the other pros_sions in the proposed legislation.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I turn my attention to H.R. 3053, 101st

Congress, a hill authorizing the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to

issue an exemplary rehabilitation certificate (ERC) to certain

individuals who were discharged or dismissed from the Armed

Forces under conditions other than honorable, or who received a

general discharge, at least 3 years before the date of receipt

-8-



of the application for the certificate. The Secretary may issue

the certificate if it is established to his satisfaction that the

applicant has been rehabilitated, that he or she has good chsr-

acter, and that the applicant's conduct, activities, and habits

have been exemplary over a period of at least the last 3 years.

The applicant is required to submit supporting material establish-

ing rehabilitation. However, the bill authorizes the Secretary

to make an independent investigation of the matter. The proposed

bill would ',0 require public employment offices to provide

recipients of a certificate with special counseling and

job-development assistance, but would prohibit provision of

benefits under any Federal law to an ERC applicant unless the

individual would have been entitled to those benefits under his

or her original discharge or dismissal.

This bill is. similar to legislation that established DOL

Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate Program !II 1967, Public Law

90-83, which was later repealed by the Veterans' Compensation,

Education, and Employment Amendments of 1982, Public Law 97-306.

It is instructive to note that DOL supported the 1982 repeal

because their experience with the ERC program showed it was

neither cost-effective nor justified in their view. Prom the

year of its inception in 1967 through 1981, the last year of the

program, 2,704 ERC applications were received, and, of these

applications, 1,359 ERC's were issued by DOL. Importantly, a

1972 stud}, of the ERC program conducted for DOL concluded that

certificate recipients had received fe il any be Ants in seeking

and retaining employment. In their ov,1 judgment, only 11 percent

of the recipients felt that the certificates had helped them.

Even more telling is thm fact that persona who inquired about the

program said their major reason for not completing t. ERC

application was that it would not change the nature of their

military discharge in any way, but would actually serve to

-9-
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emphasize to the prospective employer that they had received a

*bad discharge from the military.

In addition to DOL's 14 yeirs of experience showing that this

program was not cost-effective, VA has several additional concerns

about this proposal. First, we do not think it is advisable for

VA to attempt to characterize the nature of an individual's

private, nongovernmental conduct. If an individual can convince

VA or any other government agency that he or she has been

rehabilitated, it would seem that the person should be equally as

able to convince a potential private employer of this fact. The

granting of what amounts to a VA seal of approval in the form of

an ERC appears to us ta be unnecessary and beyond the scope of

proper government activity.

In a period of serious budgetary constraint, it is difficult

to justify the additional administrative burden this bill would

impose on VA, especially when we already have seen the limited

interest and dubious ber-fits of the similar DOL program. Without

knowing how many , Ions for ERC's might be filed, it is

impossible to estimate with any precision what the additional

cost of this legis, Al to VA would be.

For the reasons I have stated, VA opposes the bill.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony. I will be pleaseo

to respond to any questions you or the members of the Subcommittee

may havet

-10-
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Mr. Chairmen and Member, of the lubeeemittee. I am Richard D. Iftmaver, Past
National President of Paralysed Veterans of America. It is a pleasure to
appear before you today.

I bate had the besot of beim' appointed to the feterams Advisory Comeittea am
Rshabilitscioe. Department of Veteramc Affairs (DWA), which ems establiehed
by the Congress through P.L. fi-464. *The cereal Rekabilitatiem amd
Education Amendments of 1,110". I bays aloe served ea the Naciesel Advisety
Board on Tecbmology and the Disabled. Depattaset of Meath sad Neese Semites
as well as participated la various esployment programs lot the disabled
individuals la my hose f Arizona.

On behalf of the Paralysed traitress of Merles. I wish to thamk Yen for
conducting this hearing and allowing us Ow opportunity to present ear views
on the implementation end *fleetly's**, of the Departmeet of 'latrines
Affairs. Vocational Rehabilitation Program. Specifically, we will address
the quality and timeliness of services provided to disabled veterans seeking
to find end maintain long-term eaployment.

The Vocational Rehabilitation and Counselins (VliC) service provides
esslatance to yeteraas with service-connected disabalities to help them
achieve maximum independence in daily living, to arluieve weployability, sad
to obtain and maintain suitable employment. It also operates career
development centers, provides counseling so-vitos to ottorottS sad "embers of
the Areed forces applying for educatiosal and job training Nestles. V1AC's
three main f activity are 1) rehabilitation evaluation and planning;
2) counseling and rehabilrtation services; sad 3) eeploymenc services.

These services 'we among tbe most important in the entire are, of veterans'
benefits. VItiC carries out the Nation's coomiteent to help veterans disabled
in ilitery servi:e to function independently and to obtain imitable
employment. VW services, moreover, are beneficisl to the Nation as they
help restore disabled veterans to tha of economically productive.
taxpaying Yorkers. In my opinion, vocational rehabilitation ohould he ose of
the highest priorities of tha Departaent of Veterans Affairs. Unforcuestely.
in reality, it is not.

In the context of cat.-crophic spinal cord injury, rehabilitation ie the
protose by which medical, psythological, and social functions ars teetered or
developed to the level which permits an injured person to achieve maxima
personal autonomy and an independent, non-inatirational lifestyle. Is tents
of vocational rehabilitation, outonoey and an independest, satrinstitutional
lifestyle are primary goals advocated by Paralysed Veterans of Pasties (I'VAI
for our mesbershi, and all disabled Americans.

A. you voll know, vocational reu..",ilitation vas conceptualized and designed
Initially for disabled veterans In the early 1500s. At this time,
vocational rehabilitation was orierted tovard triliniNg the disabled veteran
to restore lost esployability resulting from a disability. This approach MS
found to be inadequate la several areas. The Department of Veterans Aifsire
(DVA) began to realise that the rehabilitation process extended beyoad pure

!).
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enactsent of Public Law 96-466. the "Veterans Rehabilitation ad Glucatiou
lasesaments of 1960." a number of lanificast changes is DVA's Vocstiosal
Rehabilitation Program occurred. As a revolt of this legielatios, the goal
of vocatlomel rehabilitation was redefloN free simple resttratioa of the
veterans' employability to actual employeent.

The evOntiossry process of vocatiosal rehabilitation, which pealed is 19110
with the passage of the °Veterans' Ravellitstios sad Ilducatiom Areahmests of
19,0." also resulted la the establishmest of the asterism' Advisory COOMitte.
on Rehabilitation as well as the lestallatios f the case memagemeat
Is 986. t!m DVA Advisory Committal es Ishallitaties became aware of
sisalficant problems la MA's delivery of vocatiosal rehabilitation mmices.
TO review service-delivery limas. the Advisory Committee divagated a study
group which leaved a report of their flutings end vecommesdatleas in Jely
1908. This report was adopted by the Vetersta Advisory Committee es
Rehabilitation in January 1989. Since the adoptive of this report. PVA has
testified before Comgress regarding costinulag problems surrovadiag
vocational rehabilitation sefelces within the Depart/ant of Votaress Affairs.
We fled It disheartening that the Departuent has chosen not ta, act or itan
coolant on the Advisory Caudttees' recoentendatio.45 since that time. The
status of vocational rehabilitation progress has not ilproved. In fact. Mr.

Chairman umder the adePtioal burden of chronic lack of staff and
resources, the situation has gran far worse.

There are several major factors affecting rho ultimate ability of the
Vocational Rehabilitation staff to fulfill the De7artuent's ession of
delivering vocational rehabilltatiom benefits in an efficient timely

'tanner. The uost significant of these factors a et

I. the interaction batmen the Veterans lenefits
Adainistration (VIA) and th. Veterans litalth
Services and Research Adainistretion (VISRA).

2. proposed stafUtng reductions.
3. employee trainang programs.
4. tho Vocational Rehabilitation Program for nod.'

servicaconnecied pensioners.

These four principal components, and anagematir's ability to adequately
control and influence the course of each, will deterui4e the degree to which
Vit6C's alssion eucceeds.

CASE MA/04MM
In our attempt to ssssss VliC's abil. to interact with VA Medical Centers,
what ve see today is not what the 9oth tonere.a envisioned when Public Law
94-466 yes passed in 1980. With p f P.L. 96-466. DVA lnitiateu VRAC's
use of the case sanagement model. Case masseeert is a compreassive process
of conducting and supervising an integrated systole which delivers sadical.
social, and professional retraining In an effort to veterans in
achieving maximum Independence In daily living, and euployment. the

rehabilitation process begins with the first contact Istvan client or

veteran and the system--Department of Veterans Affairsea? .:ontinues through
the follov-up phase of actual employment. This comprealeive approach of
case sanagseent providas the capability for MAC to *valuate and assess the
progress of the veteran through the entire phase of rehebilitation. Case

sanageunt is a tool which Ass proven successful in private vocationcl
rehabilitation programs and, therefore, should be utilised by the Department
to provide comprehensive rehabilitation to the veteran.

Du& to the sire of DVA and the number of veterans eligible for services which
It provides, the process of case management hes become an adanistrative
nightssre for parsonnel vithin the Department. As result, case management

hes not been u:Illsod to its full potential, while the relationship between
VOA and IIRSRA has becoev 1 s ugly fractured.

During a form on the subject of vocational rehabilitation, the Committee on
Disabled Veterans w-s told by a DVA counselor. "probably the single biggest
obstacle facing the ores of esployuent and Alsabled veterans is the need for
a sore coordinated approach in seating their sada." This sentiment vas also
noted and exp d by the Veterans' Advisory Committee on Rehabilitation.
The 1989 report by the Veterans' Advisory Cosmittee on Rehabilitation, cited
the inappropriate use 1 and lack of cosmitment to case manse .ni as a

serious detriant to .
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"Obviously, the absence of a singular nemagement
philosophy and the lack of stroeg central direction,
couplel with inadequate staffing and funding. lb
fostering chaos and confusion in a program that is
supposed to he giving high quality. meaningful
assistance to the enrolled veterans."

In addition to an adequate number of FTEE. VIA', vocational rehabilitation
efforts eau certainly be isproved with management faltietivee such ea thee,
recommended in the ea,* managenent study adopted In lamnary 194119 by the
Veterans Advisory Commuttee on Rehabilitation. it is essential that the
tretary and the new Chief Benefits Director take action to enable thia

tn. ,fita program to be delivered by a cohesive and united team (mending
both OA and vHSIA). one with identical objectives, and one that cam
prioritize vocational rehabilitation with the spectrum of all luviefit
programs and medical activities.

STAFFING

The Adtinistration has, once again, proposed a dee eeeee in ?TEE for this
critical service. The ?resident's FY 1991 Nudget removes five more employees
from a service that is currently ovszvhsli d by caseloads which are totally
unacceptable in other federalfatate and private vocational rahabilitstion
programs. The total number of proposed FTEE. 640. Is 74 fewer than
recommended by the independent Budget.

Pr. Chairman, both House and Senate Veterans' Affairs Comsdttees have heard
oral testimony from DVA Regional "lrectors as well as veterene service
organizations attesting to the unacceptable delays in processing vocational
rehabilitation cases. Regional Directors have testified that in many areas
of the Nation, the case load of vocational rehabilitation clients has
Inc eeeee d while staffing and resources have not increased accord.ngly.

We base identified VA stations where the workload averages over 200 cases per
counselor. A service-disabled veteran oust wait over three months from the
tint the initial application is filed until an interview can be held with a
counseling psychologist. Another 285 days will peas before the completion of

veterat's rehabilitation program and the point at which he is considered
,uccessfully employed.

As conparison, private firms engaged in rehabilitation coanseling attempt
to see a client w6thin 72 hours of the initial contact. Every delay during
the course of one'a rehabilitation will, they believe. disiniah the benefits
of the service.

nyer the past several years. a trend has been noted whereby vocational
rehabilitation specialists have been converted to counseling psychologists.
Although the functions of a vocational rehabilitation apecialist cap he
Performed by a counseling psycnologist, we are concerned that uauy counseling
psychologists have not been adequ..ely trained to function in the role of
vocational rehabilitation specialists while performing the tasks of
eounseling psychologist. In addition. PVA recognizes that there have been
improvements in ateonateo data processing, however. the continued loss of
clerical staff coupled with proposals such as the Admiristration's
recommendation to dee eeeee VR&C FTEE by five more personnel will continue to
take a heavy toll nn the VIUSC division as a whole.

PVA would like to express its appreciation to the !Webers of the Nouse
committee on Veteran.' Affairs for recommending an Inc eeeee in the staffing
cf Vg4C by 69 FTEE. This ine eeeee if approved by Congreas would provide
nne vocational rehabilitation specialist for every 135 cases. The Committee
has properly recognized the dire need for additional personnel in this
division. However, although we velem* your proposed reatoration of
denperately needed personnel, ven by DVA atandards. such a caseload
represents twice that which can be eipected by DVA counselor's courc.tp.zt
working in the private sector. Obviously. It will remain difficult task to
provide effective and efficient employeent services to job-ready weterans.

Also in the area of staffinc, the Departeent needs to begin looking to the
future. We art all aware of the "peace dividend' resulting 'roe the
President's FY 1991 defense budget reductions. However. we believe r,e
Department is not at all prepared for the Inc eeeee d enrollment of veterans
and the demand for services that will stem from major reductioe anti.*
duty personnel. The President's budget proposes reduction of .000 /is,
rersonnel in FY 1991, in addition to 26.000 person cut in FY 1990. Tht
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Navy vould lose 6,000 sailors in FY 1991 and 2,000 in FY 1990, The Marines

would begin to retire 14 artillery batteries while the Air Force would cut
15,000 personnel in FY 1991, beyond the 26,000 reduction in FY 1990. The
ffect of DoD reduction in forces must be addressed by DVA so VIRC staffing
can be expanded and trained to meet these future needs.

TRAISMC
Budget constraints have toded another important aspect of the VI4C program.

The service's ability to properly train their personnel has deteriorated

significantly in recent years. Inadequate staffing, wheo coupled with

inadequate or nonexistent training, has resulted in a totally unacceptable
rate of incorrect decisions and deterninationa. We are, however, encouraged
by the Regional Training Seainars that have been conducted to iaprove tho

quality of services provided. TVA is hopeful that this vital effort will be

sullotted by an appropriate number of staff; otherwise, the progress to date
will be seriously undermined.

Also to be taken into account in training of vocational rehabilitation

personnel is the high turnover rate among VBA employees. Due to the high
turnover rate in YRS, a large portion of the personnel are traleets as
opposed to seasoned orofessionals. Therefore. the Department is expending
much of its resources and energy on orienting nev staff to fill vacant
positions, decreasing it's ability to offer advanced training to experienced

personnel.

Chapter 31 of Title 38 r requires that a program of ongoing

professional training and nt be provided to VR4C Personnel. The

goal of continuing education vocational rehabilitation specialists is to

enable them to offer veteraus the most current and advanced knowledge in the

area ef professional retraining. Unless funding, staffing, and training

opportunities are provided for VW employees, once again the veteran

populttion will be shortchanged.

P5A is concerned also with the low priority given Chapter 31 cases by DVA
Medical Centers resultiag in an ever-increasing number of seriously disabled
veterans who will be found to be infeasible for training. In terms of time

and resources, it is significantly easier to fully rehabilitate an individual
who is rated 20Z or 30Z than one who is rated 100Z disabled. When budgets are
lov, this is a tempting war to go. Rehabilitation services to the seriously
disabled are tinv-consuming, demanding, require creativity and initiative on
the part of highly experienced placement specialists comfortable in the world
of rehabilitation and work. The actual services provided, therefore, may be

influenced by cost factors, particularly when weighed against the

requirements of resources and time needed to successfully rehabilitate
catastrophically disabled veteran.

A positive vocational pattern, however, has been proven among a population of
catastrophically disabled individuals in which recency of injury and shorter
rehabilitation tine-frames are becoming the norm. As far back ss 1975,

studies performed in the private sector illustrate, given adequate training
resources, rehabilitation of severely physically disabled individuals result

in a high percentage of positive vocational outcomes. In a study of the

ennlryment status of paraplegics and quadriplegics. the New York Institute of

R,h4allitation Ne1icine noted impressive increases in positive vocational

status by the second and third year of follow-up. In the fourth year of

follow-up. 7! percent of paraplegics were employed as were 55 percent of

quadriplegics in the study.

A 1986 survey by the International Center for the Disabled found that

two-thirds of all disabled 5sericans between age 16 end 64 were not working.

Of this group. 64 percent stated they would like to have g job. This

sentiment also holds true in the veteran population. With vocational

rehabilitation training offered by DVA, both service-connected and
nonscrvice-connected veterans have the opportunity to become merbers of the

workforce once again.

NI:NSW:ICE-COW:CM PENSIONERS
PVA is very concerned that Chapter 15 cases may be receiving a lower priority
by 9114C than Chapter 31 cases. This fact was brought out in the report by the

Veterans' Advisory Committee on Rehabilitation, which led direct

evidence that the program was being ignored in Regional Offices and VA

medical facilities.
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In addition, the most remit three year trend reveals that the Department has
been contracting nut vocational rehabilitation services for an increasing
percentage of Chapter 15 recipients. V. are concerned that VIIC is not able
to adequately monitor such referrsls to ensure quality snd prevent veter:tts
from becoming "interrupted case status" statistics. Recant atudies indicate
that the number of such cases have indeed inc aaaaa d aver ths past year.
Although F/A would prefer to have VII&C adequately funded and staffed in order
to provide services to all eligible veterans, ye recognise that, as the
situation exists today, some of these services must be contracted out. This
being the case, we believe the $5 stilton authored by Public Law 100-689 for
among other things, contract rehabilitation services. could be used more
effectively to enable VII&C to adequately monitor Chapter 15 cases that have
been contracted out.

The point TVA is articulating. Hr. Chairman, is that vocatiomal
rehabilitation is a cost-effective program and shou.1 not be ignored or
insufficiently funded for either Chapter 31 or Chapter 15 recipients. A DVA
study of 2.407 veterans declared rehabilitated in 1987 illustrates our point.

The average annual earnings of these veterans prior to initiation of their
rehabilitation programs was $2.687.53. After they crapleted rehabilitation
programs, their average earnings were $15.047.85. an :no eeeee of 560 percent.
The benefit to these disabled veterans in once again becoming productive
workers is obvious, but difficult to quantify except in improved self-esteem
and quality of life. The direct monetary benefit to state and federal
governments in the form of taxes paid by the veterans studied can be
quantified:

* State tax revenues rose fros $375,550 to $2.166,096,
an inc eeeee of 577 percent.

* Social Security taxes paid rose froe $485.814 to
$2.720,136, an increase of 560 percent.

* Federal tax revenues rose from 6580.914 to $4,106.573.
an Inc eeeee of 707 percent.

These are not one-tise revenue int eeeee s. These incr eeeee will occur year
after year and at higher rates as veteran's incomes increases. Providing
the resaurces needed to dcliver quick and effective rehabilitation to
eligible disabled veterans is not only the right thing to do; it is the
cost-effective thing to do.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION
H.R. 3035
H.R. 3035, authorizes the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to issue Exemplary
Rehabilitation Certificates for certain individuals discharged from the Armsd
Forces under conditions other than honot-ble. The concept C4 providing
special training and Job development assistance from the Departnent of Labor
IDOL). as Ah ircentive for members of the Armed Forces who are other than
honorably discharged to rehabilitate themselves, is commendable.

In order for a veteran to receive a rehabilitation certificate, as this
legislation proposes, evidence must be providtd to support the veteran's
rehabilitation efforts. Such evidence may include notarized statements fros
law enforcement individuals, employers, and personal references along with
independent investigations performed by DVA. "eased on such evidence. the
Secretary of the Department of Veterans Affairs, may .ssue an Exemplary
Rehabilitation Certificate to the veteran who will then be eligibla for
employment assistance from DOL. PVA supports H.R. 3035 and commends
Representative Charles E. Bennett for introducing this legislation.

H.R. 4089
PVA also supports H.R. 089, legislation proposed by Res. Timothy Penny
(0-y04) which would ameni Chapter 36 of Title 38. U.S. Code, with respect to
educational and vocational counseling for veterans. Hr. Chairman, PVA, once
again, thanks you for your continued support in the education and
rehabilitation of our Nation's veterans.

We approve the goals of the legislation which would enhance rehabilitation by
accelerating the provision of contact and couaseling services for
pre-d ,harge active duty personnel and certain hospitalized veterans.
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at. Chairman. this concludes my testiaony. Thenh you for the opportunity to
express my opinions, I will be happy to respond to any questions which you
Rey have.
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STATEMENT OF PHILIP R. WILKERSON, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
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MARCH 8, I'M

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The American Legion appreciates the opportunity to present comment on the

current operation of the Vocational Rehabilitation Program as well as two legislataive

proposals affecting the provision of vocational, education and em.,layment counseling

services.

We wish io commend you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this timely hearing to

coi..ider the current level of vocational rehabilitation training and employment

assistonce being provided service disablel veterons, as well as educational counseling

provided to veterans, servicepersons, and other eligible individuals. These subjects were

last reviewed by the Subcommittee in May of 1988.

The American Legion hos, for the 1, st several years, expressed concern about

inodequate staf fing support in the Vocational Rehabilitation and Counseling Service

(VR&C). the increasing caseload, and the increasing problem of timely counseling and

assistance. We believe the situation will continue to worsen under the staf ling reduction

proposed for FY 1991, despite assuronces that programmatic changes, additional training,

and ADP initiatives will offset the loss of personnel and at the same time improve both

the quality and timeliness of service.

The i/R&C Service is responsible for determining a disabled veteron's entitlement

to and need for rehabilitation training and employment services to overcome a handicap

caused by the service-connected disability under Chapter 31 of title 38, United States

Code. Over the years, the program has assisted thousands of veterans in becoming more

productive citizens. Many severe or catastrophically disabled veterans have also been

assisted in ochienng a more independent lifestyle and an improved quality of life.

Veterans, servicepersons and other eligibles may receive education co --ling services to

enable them to more effectively utilize the edvcotional assistonce benefits to which they

may be entitled.

Current year stof ling for the VR&C Service is 645 FTEE. However, according to

the proposed budget for FY 1991,, employment Is to Li. reducA by 5 FTEE. Th.s

apporently would be accomplished despite the fact that the Chapter 31 vocational

rehabilitation program workload is projected to incrense by at least 2 percent and the

vocational and educational counseling workload is projected to increase by more than 5
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percent. These worklood projections will be impacted by several factors, including a

significant number of disabled veterans eligible for Chapter 31 who had previously

elected Chopter 34, Vietnam Era GI Bill, based on higher benefit payments ond who will

be switching to Chapter 31. There are also numbers of veterans who did not participate

in Chapter 32, the Rost-Vietnom Era Educational Assistance Program and who will begin

to cooly for vocational rehabilitution and assistance. In light of political events in

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, there is a real prospect for a significant reduction

in !Ix number of active duty perwnnel in the near future which will produce a great

demand for both vocational and educational counseling services and assistance.

Mr. Chairmon, most of the planned actions and initiatives for the current fiscal

year and for FY 1991 which provide for increased staff training opportunities and the

continued use ond development of data systems to assess service delivery will no doubt

coral ibute to on overall improvement in the quality of services to disabled veterans and

_them. However, these efforts, in our opinion, hardly oddress the critical problem of

timeliness in providing st.ch services due to inadequate staf fing. Nor will the odditionol

planned training of VR4C personnel together with an increased use of controct and

employment service offset the proposed reduction in stof ling set for FY 1991.

At the present time, accoiding to VA data, eoch Vocational Rehabilitation

Specialist (VRS) is on average responsible for 220 cases at any one time. At over holf of

the regional offices, this number is even higher. Currently, it is takino on overage of 94

days following application for a vocational rehabilitation evaluation before disabled

veterons receive on .nitiol appantmenT with o Counseling Psychologist to assess their

needs. This waiting period is projected tc to 100 cnys in FY 1991. Such delay

creates real hardship for many disabled veterans who may be in urgent need of assistonce

and services and are unemployed. Following a comprehensive evaluation and assessment

process, an individual program of vocational rehabilitation or employment services is

developed. Once the individual has 4mpleted his or her program and is ready far

employment, tho y are eligible for a ,..Iriety of employment assistance set ces, ins

job plocement. In this phase, such services are to continue for a minimum of 90 days

following employment, of ter which the individual is considered successfully

rehabilitated. Current year Q nd FY 1991 estimates indicate the average number of days

veterons remain in the employment stoge is 300. This is up from 285 days in FY 1989.
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As prr.'-usly noted, the VR&C Service is also responsible far providing

educational counseling and assistance ta veteranS, servicespersons, and other eligibles who

request counseling. This worklood hos continued ta grow substantially, despite the

phaseout af the Vietnam Era GI Bill, which hos severely strained counseling staff

resources at many regional offices. VR&C hos begun ta make increasing use af controct

services to better manoge the non-Chapter 31 counseling workload. There are currently

51 contracts in effect at 14 regional of fices. While thls opprooch may be a cost

effective means af providing such needed services to yeteronsi if &les nolf allow fhe

VR&C Service ta .nove forward on the bask problem af timeliness in the vocational

rehabilitation program.

Mr. Chairman, in our judgment, the personnel resources af the VR&C Service are

stretched to the limit. The quality of Service provided disabled veterans continues ta be

odversely affected. It is taking longer and longei for disabled veterons to be evaluated

and enrolled in a program of training or education. Experience has shown that such

delays and holdups at the beginning af any such program hove a significant impoc, on the

veteran's motivation and attitude. With such heavy caseloads, communication, individual

supervision, and follow-up by the Vocational Rehobilitotion Specialists deteriorates.

This, in turn, cause' many veterans to drop out or foil to complete their plonned

program. In addition to more ef fective case monogement, there must also be sufficient

resources available to ensure diSObled veteranS obtain suitable employment upon the

completion of their educotion or training, incl ding past-employment services.

The Amer:can Legion hos always bee.i a staunch supporter of the vocational

rehabilitation program ond its efforts On behalf af he service disabled veterons af our

no.lon. It is a program which has directly benefited tens of thousands of disabled

veterans in finding new occupations over the years. VA's awn data describes a continuing

decline in both the quality and timelihess of the services it is mondated to provide. The

budget proposed for FY 1991 ogoin makes assurances that problems in these areas will

tnprove, despite tte oroposed reduction of rssentiol staffing support. The types af

personol assistance provided by the VR&C Service ore by their nature very labor

intensive ond if the benefits and services ore to ochime the goal intended by Congress

when it estoblished this program, additional staf fire, is urgently needed.

Mr. Chairman, with respect to H.R. 3053, this neasure proposes that the

Secretary af Veterons Affairs sholl issue on Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate to
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individuals with on other than honorable discharge or a general discharge under honorable

conditions who hove established that they have rehabilitated themselves, are of geed

character, and their conduct, activities, and habits since discharge from the Armed

Forces have been exemplary for a period of time, not less than three years. Veterans

who have been issued on Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate shall be eligible to receive

employment counseling and job assistance through the employment offices of the

Deportment of Labor.

By way of history, a similar program was estoblished by the Department of Labor

in 1967 and subsequently repealed in 1982. A study conducted far the Deportment of

Labor on the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certifinate Program in 1972 concluded that

recipients of these certificates received few if any benefits in seeking and retaining

emPlorment Only II pnrcent reported that the certificate helpod them. F..ilow-vp of

persons inquiring about the program indicated that the chief reason they did not wish to

apply for the certificate was becovse it would not change the nature of their military

dischorge in any way and would, in foct, emphasize to employers or potential employers

that they hod received o "bad discharge" or 'boo poper" fron one of the Armed Forces.

The American Legion is concerned that under the proposed budget far the Office

of the Assistant Secretory for Vetercns Employment and Training (OASVET) for FY 1991

there will be iiisuf ficient resources to meet the requirements by existing law

regarding ernpkyment and training services to veterans. The American Legion

therefore, is not supportive of this propose.!.

Comment has also been requested on I-1.R. 4089, This bill would provide

educational and vocational counseling ta individuols eligible for assistance under

Chapters 30, 31, or 32, or Chopter 106 of title 10, United States Code, or veterans

discharged or released under other than dishonorable conditions if application is mode

within one yeor of dischorge or releose from active duty. It would also include

individuals who ore within 180 days of their estimated date of discharge or release from

°Owe do'yk irr.'oding those who ore making a alterminotion of whether re not to

continue as members of the Armed Forces. The American Legion has no objection to this

proposal to assist veterons in their reodjustment to civilian Ilfe by making avuiloble such

e '..icotionol and vocational counseling services.

Mr. Choirmon, that concludes our statement.
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Nr. Chairman and Members ;4 the Suboommitteo on

juagungc_juzzug_Aliumeximm, the Military Order of
the Purple Mart appreciates this opportunity to present

our views on H.R. 4115, Veterens Ishabilitation (VRAC) and

H.R. 3053.

16.1+-12.111

This bill to amend chapter 36 of title 38. United

Stares Code to include educational and vocational counsel-

ing. The Military Order of the Purple Heart views this

basically, as an administrative updating changes to title

38, United States Code. Lowever, under pare 1787A,

educational and vocational ccunseling, we have a problem

with how the VRiC can carry out the eneergetic tenets of

this without a substantial increase in ?TEE and budgetary

authority over what was recommended by the independent

budget suggestions.

Based upon the 100 day average from application for

chapter 31 applicants initial interview. Should we now

impact 300-400 day delays?

This is a very energetic and worthwhile proposal, but

if not properly staffed, it will become as many items in

title 38, just lip service.

-1-
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Veterans with service-connected disabilities are

provided assistancm through VRiC services, in order to

assist disabled vterans to achieve independence in daily

living, maintain suitable mployment and obtain

employment. The three main areas of activities est VRGC

are: rehabilitation valuation and planning, counseling

and rehabilitation services, and employment services.

The services furnished under the Vocational

Rehabilitation Program are awong the most important

ervices furnished by the country. VRiC is the front line

service in carrying out this country's commitment to

veterans disabled in service to their country - the most

deserving of our nation. Not only do these services

provide the veteran with the ability to become a

productive smmber of society, it also provides a signif-

icant return to the nation, through increased taxes on the

local, state and federal levels.

The Department of Veterans Affairs budget.- as well as

7Y'91 budget, do not addrems the needs of the disabled

veteran. The DVA seems more oriented to cut services to

the bone and then start on cutting entitlements. We have

seen this trend in every VA program, from compensation and

pension, to medical. In this program ws had, and still

have to a lesser extent, a viable program that actually

-2-
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benefits disabled veterans and gives profitable return

on investment.

Yet, the VA has reduced PM to a level where each

vocational specialist has an average case-load of 200

disabled veterans. This case-load average is way al,cm

the national average for their counterparts furnishing

like services in other agencies. This type of manage-

ment is inexcusable and nearsighted. It is the cause of

the unacceptable 100+ days for a disabled veteran to

receive his first interview. These delays, in turn,

discourages participation; which, in turn, reduces costs

in the program; ar.d, in turn, reduces returns on invest-

ment. If you discourage enough veterans from participa-

tion, even a layman can presume you can cut the entitle-

ments in the program, and eventually cut the program

entirely. We do not have a figure on the veterans not

participating in the prograa, but this should be easy

enough for the OVA to furnish.

At a time whoa the military is facing a large reduc-

tion in forces, with many of the first to go being

servicemen with medical profiles or medical problems, any

reduction in ?TEE is not well thought-out, and will do

nothing to reduce the backlog of cases, nor will it

improve the quality of service to prevent

nor-participation. The Veterans Independent Budget

-3-
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recommends an increase in ITU in this area to provide one

VAIC specialist for every 135 rehabilitation cases is

smind, provided of course, if we wish to provide more

effective and quality services to disabled veterans.

Another area of deep concern of the Military Ord4r of

the Purple Heart membership is the subsistence allowance

paid to veterans participating in this program. We feel

that this is another area which discourages veterans fro.

continuing their participation. In most cases, the veter-

an's subsistence and cospensation payment are hardly

enough to sustain him without utilization of the work

study program and outside part-time employment. The lucky

ones are those that can live at hose or with their

In-laws.

Therefore, it is our opinion that the DVA has d'..ne

little over the past several years to improve the deplor-

able financial situation that most vocational rehabilita-

tkn trainees find thesselves in. We are not naive enough

to think that this country could ever pay enough subsis-

tence. We also believe that some self-sacrifice is neces-

sary for character building. However, when a trainee must

exist on a day to day basis, this is a crime of morality.

His day to day thoughts are on food, bus or transportation

costs, etc.. Sometimes, he cannot even afford the bus fare

to take the time off from work to go to the VA hnspital.

-4-
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To show how tenuous the trainee's financial status is,

large numbers of traineet copped out of training because

of the Gramm-Rudman reductions in'the program. Of course

vs have first hand information that VA employees were told

to suppress and hide any true figures of drop-outs, so

that no accurate account could be given to this body. Let

me assure you, the drop-out rate vas more than minimal.

Thankfully, through your action, these reductions wIll not

again occur.

The Military Order of the Penile Heart additionally

requests that a cost of living adjustment be given to all

participants in the Vocational Rehabflitation (chapter 31)

recipients. As we have previously testified, subaistence

allowances for veterans participrting in this program are

grossly inadaquate to meet their day to day needs. Many

drop-outs ,n this program are directly attributable to the

low subsistence allowance paid to participants. This

causes many, especially married veterans, to accept

aarginal employment before completing the program.

It would.not be realistic or responsible on our part

to expect that there could ever be a subsistence allowance

program that could meet everyone's satisfaction. However,

we think it is realistic to expect participants to, at

least, receive a subsistence allowance equal to education

benefits payable to sunvivors and depondints (chapter 35)

-5-
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recipients, who receive a payment which is approximately

20% higher. We further believe that because of budgetary

restraints, it wou:d not be responsible of our organiza-

tion to ask for a couplet. parity of the two programs in

one sweep. Rather, we think that a gradual or graduated

strive for parity is the most acceptable path.

The Vocational Rehabilitation Program has been one of

the most successful government programs ever ir ,zed.

The average earnings of veterans tinplating th. e.ogram

increased by approxiaately 560 percent. The veterans also

increased their payments of state taxes, social security

taxes and federal taxes at, or above, the 560 percent

increase of income.

Based upon these facts, we believe that a modest 7%

cost-of-living increase in the subsistence allowance of

vocational rehabilitation trainees is not only needed, it

is warranted and a good investment. W. do not believe a

similar cost-of-living increase is warranted for survivors

or spouses educational training, until vocational

rehabilitation benefits reach an equal par with then.

A bill to authorize the Secretary of Veterans Affairs

to issue exemplary rehabilitation certificates for certain

individuals discharged from the Armed Forces.

-6-
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While the Military Order of the Purple Heart believes

that a young man's past errors should not completely

alienate him from reintegrating into society forever, if

he has proven satisfactorily that rehabilitation has

occurred, he should receive special counseling and job

development through the Department of Labor.

However, the Military Order of the Purple Heart

objects strenuously to the Department of Veterans Affairs

operating this program for several valid reasons.

I. The Department of Veterans Affairs was established

to provide a delivery system of benefits for honorably

discharged veterans.

2. The DVA has neither sufficient FTEE or funds to

accomplish the provisions of this bill.

3. The persons addresued under this bill are not

veterans, nor did they serve their country honorably.

4. The processing of claims under this bill would

detract and impact on the processing of veterans' claims.

5. Since the Department of Defense had jurisdiction

over tha individual when the offense was committed, it

would seem more reasonable to have DOD _sous such a

certificate, especially since the certificate will be

-7-
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placed in the man's service record.

Based upon the abova, the Military Order of the Purp!e

Heart would not and could not support H.R. 3053 in its

present form to have the Department of Veterans Affairs

adjudicate, process and issue the Certificate of Exemplary

Rehabilitation.

On the other hand, we support the principle of issuing

a certificate of this nature to former members of the

military, provided such certificates and processing is the

responsibility of the Department of Defense - the agency

of jurisdiction.

-8-
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE .UBCOMMITTEE:

On behalf of the more t. n 1.3 million members of the

Disabled American Veterans (DAV) and its Ladies' Auxiliary, I

want to thank you for allowing us this opportunity to provide

comments on the Departm-..nt of Veterans Affairs Vocational

Rehabilitation Program.

The DAV is appreciative of your concerns, Mr. Chairman, as

well as the other members of this Subcommittee for reviewing

this program to assure disabled veterans are receiving quality

and timely services.

This Subcommittee has been a leader in monitoring the

activities of the Vocational Rehabilitation and Counseling

Service (VR&C) for a number of years. /t has been through your

efforts that many issues have been brought to the forefront and

ultimately led to certain improvements in the Vocational

Rehabilitation Program.

Mr. Chairman, in your letter of invitation you asked for

our "review and evaluation of the implementation and the

effectiveness of the improved Vocational Rehabilitation Program,

with particular emphasis on the qua.ity and timeliness of

services provided by the Department of Veterans Affairs to

service-connected disabled veterans "

Mr. Chairman, in order to look at those issues, we must

first look at whether or not the VA has committed, or is willing

to commit, adequate resources to assure qua) and t.meliness.

In reviewing the budget request for Fisca 1991 (as well as

previous budg...ts), we find the VA has not and is not willing

to make those kinds of commitments. A5 a result, we have a

cadre of hardworking dedicated professionals in the field whose

hands are tied because of heavy workloads and limited resources

-- and an administration unwil,ing to commit adequate resources.

Mr. Chairman, we believe the "ncational Rehabilitation

Program for disabled veterans is one that is largely successful

in spite of heavy 4orkloads and inadequate resources. For

example, in 1987 the VA reviewed the files of 2,047 disabled

veterans who had completed vocational rehabilitation. The
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following shows the economic return realized by participants in

this program, as well as Lle obvious beneftt to the treasury:

Average salaries increased from $2,687.53 to $15,041.85

Average state taxes increased from $183.46 to $1,058.18

Average Social Security taxes increased from $237.33 to

$1,328.84

Average federal taxes increased f^om $283.79 to $2,00C.14

(Total federal taxes including Social Security totaled

$6,826,709)

Mr Chairman, these data reflect, in our opinion, the

shortsightedness of the OMB budget watchers, 4ho apparently

don't understand the advantage of long-term returns, versus

short-term savin,:s. Mr. Chairman, it pays the federal

government to provide timely and quality rehabili'ation programa

and services to our nation's disabled veterans. These data

prove vocational rehabilitation is a cost-effective program that

should receive increased resources. F:.,r all too long this and

other Administrations have addressed specific Congressional

mandates by providing a continual decline in resources. This is

t,'elly unacceptable.

Mr. Chairman, the DAV is not alone in this thinking. As

you are well aware, the DAV along with the AMVETS, Paralyzed

Veterans of America and VFW prepared an Independent Budget (113)

for the Department of Veterans Affaira for Fiscal Year 1991.

This Independent Budget has since been sent to Congress.

In the section dealing with VR&C, a recommendation is made

to increase VR&C staff by 69 FTEEs over the FY 1990 appropriated

level. This would bring the staffing to a total of 714. The IB

also requests a supplemental appropriation for 1990 to reach

that level. Att ched to my statement is a copy of the IB

recommend&tions as they relate to VR&C.

Mr. Chairman, apparently the House Veterans Affairs

Committee agreed with the recommendations contained in the IB

In House Committee Print No. 6, "Report to the Committee on

the Budget from the Committee on Veterans Affairs," the House

Veterans Affairs Committee agrees with the recommendation in the

IB and is so stated, "... the Committee rejects the

Administration's proposal that FTEE and VR&C be reduced and

recommends that 69 additional FTEEs be provided for this

service. This staffing increase will reduce t.he average VR&C

caseload to 135 active cases, a level above that for ccmparable

staff in the state/federal rehabilitation program, but

nonetheless a significant improvement over the current

unmanageable caseload."



It is unconscionable that this Administration has
determined disabled veterans are less important than other
disabled people. This attitude is obviously reflected in their
budget submissions that allows for a larger case-load in the VA
than exists in the state/federal rehabilitation program.

Mr. Chairman, we believe our proposal is moderate. The
original VA budget submission

requested $35,501,000 and 728
ETEEs. This would have provided an increase of $6,399,000 and
83 FTEEs. The purpose of the additional FTEE request was to
"reduce case managgr workloads from 188 to 135 par a_nager
to provide a pool of trained replacements fin counseling
psychologists and vocational

rehabilitation specialists who
retire or terminate employment."

Mr. Chairman, instead the Administration requested
431,834,000 and 640 FTEEs, which is an actual decrease of five
positions from 1990.

Mr. Chairman, according to other documents available to us.
VR&C in FY 1984 had a field staff of 598. In FY 1989 that
number had declined to 569. Their workload increased by almost
7,000 cases from 25.967 to 32,871 in the same period.

Mr Chairman, the VR&C workload increased from ar average
of 43.4 in FiAeal Year 1984 to 57.8 in 1989. The VR&C case
manager average workload increased from 168 to 220 cases.
These are just other indications

that a decline in acceptable
levels of service and quality is occurring.

Mr. chairman, I would like to discuss the issue of case
management. The Veterans Advisory Committee on Rehabilitation
(VACOR) au established by Public 96:466, found many problems
a ,ociated with case management.

Accordingly, a special study
group within VACOR was established to review case management as
i. was being implemented

throughout the field On January 31,
1989, the Committee submitted ite final report and
recommendations

I would also point out at this time, that the members of
the Committee are appointed by the Secretary and the membership
of four of the six members expired December 31, 2989. Those
individuals have not heard anything "rom VA as to their status
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nor has the VA indicated any new members 'save been appointed.

Accordingly, the Committee is
currently without a Chairman

carries only two official members who were appointed in 1989.

It appears, that this current
Administration has little regard

for the mandate of Congress to have a Rehabilitation Advisory

Committee.

The Committee in its report includid recommendations and

co.ulusions. Some of those follow:

DECENTRAuiZATION OF AUTHORITY ANL LEADERSHIP

The Committee reported in all locations 7isited, and in all

7f tAe interviews, there was
considerable confusion as to who

had what responsibilities .n case management It is believed

that this problem is la gely due to excessive decentralization

of authority and leade nip from Central Office to regi,nal

locations. This ±5 co.pounded in
the.medical field because of

basic management beliefs that the miesion of malcal services is

hs...1th'care only.
VACOR recommended that a new department be

created that would assume overall reaponaimility for case

management throughout the VA structure.

STAFFING RESOURCES

As has already been supported by the aforementioned data,

workloads have steadily increased and personnel have steadily

decreased. The Advisory Committee
stated in its report on came

management "the most seriously flawed area of the VA's entire

case management process is
inadequate staffing for progrum

accomplishment.
This is the result of DM&S' failure to proviJe

appropriate attention and staff to support case management and

of staffing cutbacks which have affected DVS's ability to

respond to ah increasing and changing workload. The

responsibility for this failure must be placed at the highest

level of VA management."

It was also determined that no formal training is being

provided in case management.
Recommendations were made that

both the staffing and training issue be resolved by top

management.

EMPLOyMENT DISINCENTIVES

Mr. Chairman, work disincentives are not new. The

Committee identified sevet 1 issues of -oncern regarding these

work disincentives, which I w'll not elaborate on at this time.

However,, this is not the first time this issue has be'n
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addressed. Several years ago the VA established a "task group"
who loohed at many issues,

including certain employrent
disincentives. The rtport recommended

certain administrative
actions be taken or, as necessary, logislation be pursue:1 to
accomplish those recommendations.

DM&S CASE MANAGEMEN1 RESPONSIBILITY

The Committee recoNmended that medical centers establish t
nsw service "headed by a counseling

psychologist or a highly
qualified individual with extensive rehabilitation experience."

Mr Chairman, we must ask what level of comnitment exists
in the VA when 'hey see Zit to ignore Congressional

mandates an .pa little, if any, attention
to statutorily established

advisory committees. We have already identified an excessive
workload as a major problem in VR&C carrying out its mission.
Another area chat needs review is training.

Personnel training development and qualifications :.,re
addressed in Section 1E18, Title 38, USC Subsection (a) states
"The Administrator shall provide a program of ongoing

professional training and
development for Veterans

Administ:ation counseling arm rohabilitation
personnel engagedin providing rehabilitation

servi.les under this chapter

Mr. Chairman, as you know Public Law 100-323 established
the National Veterans' Employment

and Training Services
Institute which, among other things. was authorized to provide
training to "sucn other personnel involved in the provision of
employment, )ob training, counseling, placement, or related
services to veterans ..." Section 1518(b) requires the
Administrator to coordinate with the Assistant Secretary for
Veterans Employment in the Department of Lab,r to provide
certain training. This has provled a mutual benefit in that
the Department of Vetetsns

Affairs was allotted 240 training
slots in Fiscal Year 1940 Of that 240, 120 were set aside for
VR&C. This type of training

goes beyond formal training, as it
provides an opportunity to

interact with people such as DVOPs
and LVERs and others in the employment service. This permits
the VR&C staff to establish

a "network" we believe is extromely
beneficial and necessary for carrying out their duties.

We also learned that the
VR&C leadership is embarking on

what we believe to he a very innovative approach to training.
They are requesting their field locations to provide a proposal
for the type of training they believe necessary and available in
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a particular area. This bas at least two benefits: (1) the

training can bet tailored to specific needs in particular part

of the country that is being provided by someone outside the VA,

and (2) it could he provided a:. less.- cost bocause little or

no travel would be involved. W. think this a very innovative

idea and commend them for this approach.

Other good news to report, Mr. Chairman, is the vocational

rehabilitation benefits payment system will now be on the VA's

computerized "TARGET" system. This system should allow

veterans' payments to be made in three to five days from the

time of approval. Currently, it may take anywhere from 30 to 45

days for an individual to receive a check. Also being on

"Target" should li;ic inquiries from disabled veterans asking

when they might .eceive their check. It sh Id also result in

lesser use of the revolving fund loan that ly disabled

veterans must avail themselves of to make e 8 meet pending

receipt of their hecks. The DAV has been critical of the VA

for not having he Vocational Rehabilit.tion Program on "Target'

and we are pleased to learn the this will take pl.,. probably in

July of this year.

Mr. Chairman, in your invitation to appear you also asked

us to comment on a draft proposal (H.R. 4089) to make some

changes to the Vocational Rehabilitation Program. The DAV has

no official resolution ol the issues addr Id in that draft

proposal. I would, however, like to comment on the provision

contained in Section 1797A(b)(3), which would authotize VR&C

staff to serve certain active duty personnel who are within 180

days of their disharge.

We believe this to be an extremely important provision

especially as it relates to those with disabilities who may be

eligible for vocational rehabilitation. It has been proven that

the sooner a disabled person starts a Vocational Rehabilitation

Program the better chances are for success.

Mr. Chairman, this type of program would be consiatent with

the mandate contained in Public Law 101-237 regarding the

providing of certain "employment and training information

services to service members within six months of their

separation dates " In mandating the Department of Labor to

conduct such a pilot program, it was indicated that the

Secretary of Labor work closely with the Secretary of Defense

and the Secretary of Veterans Affairs. There is very little

evidence of that cooperation taking place at the present time.
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Additionally, we.believe very strongly that major focus

in such transition counseling should be for those individuals

who have obvious or apparent diiabilities that would make them

eligible for vo onal rehabilitation.

You also asked us to comment on H.R. 3053, bill that

would authorize the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to issue

Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificates to certain veterans. The
DAV ha% no official position on this but we have lit) objection to

its nactment.

Mr. Chairman, the DAV passed several resolutions regarding

vocational rehabilitation at our National Convention,

July 30-August 3, 1989, in Las Vegas, Nevada. I have attached

to my statement three of those resolutions which we would

appreciate your consideration of when you review amending

legislation for Chapter 31. A brief synopsis of those

resolutions follows:

Resolution No. 184: require the VA's vocational

rehabilitation staff to provide employment services to any

service-connected disabled veteran who requests such

services.

Resolution No. 214: to provide vocational rehabilitation

to all compensably disabled veterans.

Resolution No. 188: support additional staffing for

vocational rehabilitation to adequately fill positions of

job placement specialist.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes our prepared statement and I

w.11 be happy to respond to any questions.

Attachments
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THE PRICE
or niktE

THE NATION'S OBLIGATION:
CORRECTING BUDGET

PRIORITIES FOR VETERANS

FISCAL YEAR 1991
INDEPENDENT BUDGET FOR VETER ANS AFFAIRS
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The VSOs lane di. nmaiale for do FY 1990 Indusideee
Bedtit'smcommended staMu level of 4317 is as winnow
as a was inintly. W say tho boa.-- the clones bectlog
forecast has poen scrums. Ins. if a %.-edy FY 1900
suppianntal appornation faid FTEE leval of 4.117
were inacied. dus wan be none to mop the done ia
service *Inn sad also to provide suffices FTBFA to
implement the loagente plan of resume too/ Ionia so
veteran. Awandly. boner. it is a case of "toy me eow
or psy lam" la dis apt even OMB noon be able to
recognise dot k is prune md coo-effective to pay fre
penodic al and filo chomps. din to fad to do so on face
a nuor earee mond.

If Congress does as provsde addition FM& now, the
backlog all comma so amuse tad CPU will need more
FThEs Just to to Wck to white m is now. To illusese: As
indkoad above. widi coma sesources, the backlot Maly

ammo as much so FY 1990 es dad in FY 19119 (Usti'.
by upturns* 30).000). Applying the sotto's base
nun of 455 for consomme and onion sed prang.
ad amenat pinactiny pos of 6.3 want (as *morn
web FY 1949 donnas). each employes would sane
foe 909dinooas niag symr. lfres. it would mph 330
fully tamed employees merely so dispel of do isoreased
bidden (303.000 divided by 909) and men to do October
1949 backlog level. We mum reautsubur disr. due to ibe
bedsit cycle's now o from an on. anis mum be
satecipassd to (amylase a recommendation foe FY 1991.
Widow a speedy FY 1990 supplamenial appeoprinon. dii
VSOs amuse thatCF&E.w.11 nod 4.447FTEEs FY 1991
(4.117.330) to achieve do man delivery gots that 3452
could have achieved in FY 1949. ead 4.117 could have
achseved in FY 1990. Of came. cra will nbieve then
goals nee pan lame an it would hive if do FY 1919
IndependowaBolptmaimmendotoo bad bees imploramed.
at a cost of 595 fewer rim (4.447 - 3.1132).

Isi view of the need fa fiscal ***tansy. the VSOs ars willing
to modern the reconunandatice for additioaal PIM to Ism
than ME needs to reduce die bscklog to en acceptable
level. We have onendod our service delivery goals
accordingly. In doing so. we =pus that we are to some
moos MISS IMO the OMB gap dim is. own ibe
WWII= 10 bocome so bad do the prece to correct st open
to be loo high to pay. Because the ninon hes become so
bad, however, there must be a definitive nift US drecoon.
During FY 1990 and FY 1991. the claim backlog must bera
to decline.

An ME Ion of 4.117. as recommended in lam nes
Independent Butlps. should permit thss As tend above.
merely snaking the backlog requires an income of 330
fully trained and productive employees MCI' the FY 1949

anal FMB level. The FY 1990 appropriated level is 3.752.
ao unease of OIL no is secomagn. but 242 anneal
FIElis ars mend io kambe backlog (330 - OS 242).
Onmissicady. shoo menu could an be fully depieyed
on well bm FY 1901 By nu Os backlog will have
park solton rum wn be mend so sone* Os backlog
as do anent nal. An aninni 123 FP!!s.atawudci
343 Ma. skald (1) nom sobilindes of in claims
backtog by the ad of FY 1910 ant to provide sufficient
memos fa a meniegfel Mane in Me Intim t. FY
1991 ad subsume yeses.

The VSOs Onion meammied Ihst Wpm tone* foe am
FlUlavelof4.117beprovidedbyotry 1900suppemend
apportions. CM :bond hire ad vain ihe ennead

innehout FY 1990 so Int. by ibe begin* of FY
1991.6ey ans fully palanive. This ME feminine he
enammed kr FY 1991.

OtherCoroidoeskio: Upeil reandy.a&Blissam received
may women dais processiot or von process
unovemen. We nek this k efrospag. bet the puns of
implonsolt isenvenimis nom be hemmed CPU should
contact owns amlyeas did week poosesse with a new
nod atmomsuat. inplifymg or elintinsoes ism.

We have cited die nem* of AMIE nanny. It is
aroma to observe. however, tho e mince& 31 week
Mica= m Mit. the Ted nodes AMM pc . why nen
woe ever 31 wpm tasks anociased with die relatively
simple hmasom AMIE addrion The same bloc quoin
mum be asked of ell kin of won fraction ad processes.
For nook there ate bag delays a Osamu omens'
sone. monis from Dentine °Mohan. Since VA
bas. by fr, de peen nod for then note (procularly
medical records ). why anal VA on and ninon dem?

The VSOs believe and are incanted shot V&A I. gown
od CPU ia procen are now saktag den kods
Ronan and are acasolly seeing moserem them. We are
also encaingsd by do tenwed comostment to tranag. If
Cooposeprovidesbudpeory apportion lone of Winn
RIM and women dospeocesing spasm ealnceineras.
die VSOs are caromed Oman can None longienn
mad ot neseiorang lima to non.

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AND
COUNSELING (VR&C)

The VSOs mowed Maoism nen by 69 FTEEr owr
the FY 1990 grooms,* ilk vl.for weal of 714 woken FY
1990 supplaueurel rurproprousos. Maoism Au sropflos
level for FY 1991

3$
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In closing this analysis. uie VSOs VS411 to say that we sense
a mvitalizanon in VR&C Much needed training Is being
provided, or soon will lit. and there appews to be an
enthusiastic and innovative approach to the use of automated
data processing system enhancements to improve productivity
VR&C needs additional MTh badly. however. to provide
this important and COSICffeCtIve SMICC to vaunts. The
VSOs are confident that VR&C will We these additional
human resources to the fullest extent possible. The
combinanonof increased staffing and continuing productivity
gains will put VR&C on the course of gradually restoring
good service to veterans

LOAN GUARANTY

The VSOs recommend increasing staffing b ; 105 FTEEs over
the FY 1990 appropriated lei el fc v total o f 2270 with an
FY 1990 supplemental appropnat Maintain staffing at
2270 for FY 1991

The Loan Guaranty program provides housing credit
assistance toeligible veterans and military personnel through
guarantees of loans made by private lenders and through
r met loans to certain severely disabled veterans.

Service Delnery Goals Improve the cure rate percentage of
loans that aft in default to the FY 1983 rate of 85 percent
(from an FY 1989 level of 74 27 percent) by the close of FY
1991

Analysis LIM year's Independent Budget analyzed at length
the problems in Loan Guaranty In both the GOE and Benefit
Programs sections relating to Loan Guaranty. the VSOs
descnbed how short.sibmed OMB budget policies had greatly
increased program costs. huhu regard. the direcuelationdup
between improved administrative practices service to veterans
and reduced program costs was demonstrated.

The VSOs also observed that the consequences of poor
management and flawed budget practices become apparent
immediately when massive appropriations are necessary to
keep the revolving fund solvent. BeCELIC major problems
cannot be hidden (intennonally or unintentionally) within the
budget process. Congress is almost forced to become acnvely
involved indevising solutions The VSOs noted wtrhapproval
Congressional efforts to solve problems in this account.
especially through the thoughtfully-crafted provisions of

R 5221 (The Veterans Home Loan Mortgage Indemnity
Actof1988) which passed in the House.but died with the fmal
adjournment of the 100th Congress The VSOs strongly
urged the reintroduction of this legislation and anticipated
that it would become law Because of these considerations.
the VSOs were confidentthat &cisme action was forthcoming

The VSOs are encouraged by VA andCongressamial activities
during me past year and belleire that the confidence we
expressed last year was not misplaced.

VA Actions VA ippon to have wen the light finally and
now recognizes the correlation between addsnonal FTEEs
and prognaisavmes. In February 1989.Secretary Derwuiski
sought an amendment to the FY 1990 budget tequess to add
244 MTh es tz:ience loan serval:18075 FTEEs) and
property manegement (69 FTEEs) activities m the Home
Loan Guaranty program. VA estimated thst addnonal
empliasts on loan terming would lower loan defaults by 2
percent. which, muds would result in redactions in costs to
the Law Cnorancy Revolving Fundo(1.45.8 minim Enhanced
prnpaty management activines were expected to increase
receipts to the Fvud by 826 million. Thus. the additional
MTh were expected to produce program WIMP 0(381 8
million.orS335.246per FTEE. The Secretary did mega 244
addtricsal FTEEs, he did, however. set 132 over the initial
FY 1990 request. As of November 1989. 2.165 FTEEs were
authorized for Loan Guaranty.

The Secretary has also taken the bureaucratically bold step of
admitting this progarn's meffecuve administration. He has
launched a major restructunngof veterans* housing programs.
to correct problems identified in last year's Independent
Budget, such ar

o The ISS11111Ce of "bed loans Is this due to a need for th.
tender to bear more risk' Because the Government will pay
beck the loan, lenders have little incentive to check closely
veterans' credit-worthiness. This does not benefit veterans
and certainly has greatly increased program costs

o Poorappraisal practices Moreaccurateapprusals would
reduce the default rue.

o Poor maintenance of foreclosed homes Obviously this
reduced the value and sale price of foreclosed properues

o POCIf madams of properties Improsed marketing
techniques are essential if foreclosed properties are to sell at
full vale

Also. VA now recognizes that segulanons must be tightened
to state very explicitly what lenders must do to participate in
this program. which has been extremely beneficial to them

It appears that. finally. VA and the VSOs are reading from the
same page. Managementcan now take advantage of improved
economic condinons and the attendant moss favorable
workload outlook. For example the number of defaults
reported in FY 1989 was 171 295. conipmed to 176.503 in FY

40
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RESOLUT/ON NO. 184
LEGISLAIVE

REQUIRE THE VA'S VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION STAFF

TO PROVIDE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES TO ANY SERVICE-CONNECTED

DISABLED VETERAN WHO REQUIRES SUCN SERVICES

WEEREAS, the American labor foice is experiencing

rapid change due to changing technology and skill

obsolescence; and

WHEREAS, service-connected disabled veterans

frequently require assistance in finding suitable

employment; and

WHEREAS, the VA employs counseling psychologists and

vocational rehabilitation
specialists in the vocational

rehabilitation program who are qualified by education and

experience to provide employment services; NOW

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Disabled American

Veterans in National Convention assembled in Las Vegas,

Nevada, July 30-August 3, 1989, support legislation to

require the VA vocational rehabilitation program to provide

employment services to any service-connected disabled

veteran who requests such services.



-^
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RESOLUTION NO. 214
LEGISLATIVE

PROVIDE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATIeNTO ALL
CONPENSABLY DISABLED VEMANS

WHEREAS, under currant law
service-connected disabled

veterans with a compensablo
disability and an employmenthandicap art eligiblo for vocational

rshabilitation; and
WHEREAS, the Congrese has extended eligibility forvocational rahabilitation benefits to certainnonservic-connactod disabled veterans; NOW
mouron, BE IT RESOLVED that the

Disabled AmericanVeterans in National
Convention assembled in Las Vegas,Nevada, July 30-August 3, 1989, auppart

legislation toallow any compensably disabled veteran to participate in
the vocational

7.4.11*bilitation program.
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RESOLUTION NO. 188
LEGISLATIVE

IN SUPPORT OF ADDITIONAL STAFFING FOR THE
vookTIONAL REHABILITATION surf TO ADEQUATELY FILL

POSITIONS OF JOB PLACEMENT SPECIALISTS

WHEREAS, job placement specialists require highly
technicll and specialized skills in assisting individuals
in obtaAning suitable employment; and

WHEREAS, tha VA's vocational rehabilitation progr4m is
mandated by Public Law 96-466 to provide employment
services to disabled veterans ir training under Chapter 3
Title 38, U.S. Code; and

WHEREAS, the VA's vocational rehabilitation staff has
suffered reductions so as to severe y hinder their tbility
to provide required employment services; NOW

THCBEFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Disabled American
Veterans in National Convention assemuled in Las Vegas,
Nevada, July 30-August 3, 1989, support additional and
adequate staffing for the vocational rehabilitation staff
for the purposes of creating and filli^g positions of job
placement specialists.

8 6
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VHF S(CqEAH' Jr ATTHANS ATIAIRt:

WASHINGTON

The Honorable G. V. (Sonny) Montgomery
Chairman, Committee on Veterans Affairs
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed please find the responses to questions submitted by

Representativa Timothy J. Penny following the Subcommittee on

Education, Training and Employment's Harr 8, 1990, 'tearing on

'he Vocational Rehabilitation Program and H.R. 3053. A copy of

the responses has been provided to Representative Penny.

Enclosure
EJD/flc

Sincerely yours,

.dward J. Derwinski
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WRITTEN COMMITTEE QUESTIONS AND THEIR RESPONSE

FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS FROM THE W_ARING CF MARCH 8, 1990

Ouestion 1.
vocatilnal Renabilitati an for service-disabled veterans is a priority

with the members of this Committee. Accordingly, in the Committee's
Reoort to the Budg-t Committee, we are recoreending that 69 FTZE be
awed to VRAC, witn tne expectation that this will reduce tha cateload
to a more manageable level, if not an entirely desireable level.

gnat impact would the addition of these FTEE nave on the delivery of

se:vices to disabled veterans? Specifically, what would be the
average VRS caseload? To gnat degree would time spent in applicant
status and employment services status te reduced? Hbw would this

cc:mare with service delivery in the St: -Federal renabilitaticn

orograms?

Answer 1.
Tne average VRS workload with an additional 69 FTEE would te 159 cases

oer case manager. This comoares with an average of 108 cases Per case

manager in the S".ate -Federal system.

The addition of tnese VRS's would free counseling nsychologists from
some of tneir VRS case *ruiner duties, allowing them to soend

additicnal time on counseling duties. Tnis should decrease,
significantly, tne time a veteran remains in applicant status ana in

emoloyment services status.

Ouestion 2.
anat are ave:age YRS caseloads in Minnesota and New Jersey? gnat are

average times went in aoolicant and emoloyment services status in

tnose V3A regional offices?

Answer?.
Tne following data ar, from Fet. 1990 repo:Cs.

The YRS caseload in 4innesota is 114; the caseload in New Jersey is

177. The national average VRS caseload is 229,

1 Ainnesota, the average time in aoolicant stars is 76 days and tne
average time in employment services status is 352 days.

In New Jersey the average time in applicant status is 47

a ?rage time in employment services status is 257 days.

days and the

The naticnal average time in poolicant status is 95 days and tne

average time in employment services status is 277 days.

Ouestion 3.
In resocnse to a ouesticn asked in 1948, tnis suoccmmittee war told a
training orogram for counseling onchologists and vocaticnal
renabilitaticn specialists was being develooed to orovide pne year of
training for individuals selected from a central register. This

trainirq was to consist of both academic and oracti:al aonlication.
gas tnis orogram imPlemented? How many VRAC staff have been trained

under it?

Answer 3.
Tne Counseling -sYcnologist and Vocational Renanilitation Soecialist

training orograms were aoornved, ova Circular 20-88-15, UV9
Counseling 9sycnologist Training Program, was issued on Seotember 19,

1988. Pr000sals to orovide Dositions for trainees were received from

amroximately 12 VA Regional Offices. Three of this group (Cleveland,

Huntington, and Port'and) were selected and funding was reuuestec for

six FTEE traininc s uts. Frodirg has not been provided.
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CUestion 4.

A purpose of tne vocational rehabilitation orogram, as defined in
Chapter 31 of title 38, is to enaole service-disabled veterans to
became emoloyaOle and to obtain and maintain suitable employment, to
the maximtm extent feasible.

Clearly, there is flexibility in tne law which allows for varying

levels of successful rehaoilitation, depending on the veteran and his
or ner oarticular circumstances. How is this flexibility reflected in
regulation? In otner words, in what ways does WRAC define successful
rehabilitation?

Answer 4.

The purpose of the vocational rehabilitaticn Program is "to Provide
for all services necessary to enable veterans with service-cornected
disabilities to achJeve froxim.in inieoenience in daily living and, to
the ataximtwo extent feasible, to become employable, and to obtain and
maintain suitable employment." Current regulaticn (38 CFR 21.196)
identifies those veterans who have been the most successful in
achieving these oundoses.

However, this regulation does not identify other veterans who nave
benefited "to the maximum extent feasible" from the services Provided,
out do not meet the criteria for a oetermination of rehabilitated
under 58 CFR 21.196. We are currently considering a regulatory change
that would include in "rehabilitated" status those veterans who show
tnat the orogram of services (Renabilitation Plan) orovided under the
vocational rehabilitation orogram ccntributed to the veterans'
employment, emoloyanility, or indepeldence in daily living.

CUestion 5
A provisicn of Puolic Law 101-237 established tne Independent Living
Program as a permanent part of Chaoter 31. This orogram is designed
to provide services and assistance for severely disabled veterans for
whom it is determined the achievement of a vocation is not reasonably
feasible.

How many veterans are now receiving assistarce under tnis program?
Please describe the oartictoants. What sorts of disabilities do they
nave? Hbw is successful achievement of a goal determined in these
cases?

Answer S,
At the end of rebruary 1990 there were veterans receiving
Independent Living Services.

There is no average Indeoendent Living Participant. However, a large
ormortion of Independent Living oarticioants are suffering from some
level or form of trauaatic brain injury.

each veteran entered into a orograh of Independent Living Services nas
a detailed orogram of those services whicn will ce provided to him or
ner. The Oesirea outcome of tnat program is to oreoare the veteran to
be able to live petter, more comfortably, with a higher aiality of
life, or in a more independent manner than ne or she did orior to
entering tre orogram.

Clestion 6.

Would you describe the duties and resocnsinitities of the counseling
Psychologists and vocational rehabilitation specialists? how do they
differ?
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Mut Qualification standards are currently establisned for these
odsitions? Given the radical changes mad6 in the Program under Public
Law 96-466, have Qualification standards been modified to reflect the
oew emonasis in the program? I think it's imPortant that individuals
with the appropriate educational background and experience be
a000inted to tnese positions.

Answer 6.

toe counseling psychologist (CP) has responsibility for providing the
cOmarehensive initial evaluation to which all applicants for chapter
31 benefits are entitled. tnese evaluations are the bases for the CP
to make eligibility and entitlement determinations, as well as to plan
for individualized services needed by entitled veterans to achieve
employment goals or independence in daily living. In addition, the CP
has responsibility for providing various counseling interventions,

including personal adjustment counseling, as needed by the veteranS
tnroughout tneir Programs of rehabilitation services. It* CP is also
recuired to function as tne casp manager for all Independent Living
Program Participants, from the initial evaltdticn through the entire
program of Indeoerdent Living Services. Tne vocational rehabilitation
soecialist's primary responsibility is that of case manager after tne
completion of tne initial evaluation. The VAS Provides chaoter 31
Participants with suDervis'on necessary ta ensure the successful
completion of their Programs of rehabilitation services. 'Ivy are
also idcuired to orovide I c'cater 31 participant with needed job
readiness skills and employment assistance which will allow tne
veteran to obtain and maintain employment.

The CP and VRS positions urovide a functional or practical

division or lator %onion ultimately serves the best interests of the
veterans wma participate in tne chapter 31 program. Tne emoloyment
criteria, includirg t'e educational reauirements, are ouite different
for the two positions in order to ensure that the individuals hired
for these positions are Qualified to perform interrelaZed but
different duties,

Thp basic aualificaticn standards for tne CP position at tne GS-12
level are:

Applicants must have satisfactorily completed 2 full years of
graduate study in an accredited educational institution directly
-elated to professional wolk in coonseling psycholciy: o:

Successful completion, in an acczedited educational
institution, of all reQuirements for Master's degree directly
zelated to counseling psychology.

In addition, 1 year of professional exoerience which has

demonstrated tne knowledge, skills, and abilities needed for
educational or rehabilitation counseling; or successful completion, in
an accredited educational institution of all the few: nents for a
doctoral degree directly related to counseling psych,-

The basic Qualification standards for tne /RS Pos3tio, tne GS -:1

level are:

At least 1 ye r of specialized experience wnich is in or
directly related to vocational rehabilitation and whiCh ;las epul0Ded
the aDolicant with tne particular knowledge, skills, and abilities
necessary to successfully perform the duties of tne position. He or
she must also be able t to ooctment 1 year of apeulalized experiare
ecuivalent to the GS-9 level in the Federal service.

Education may be substituted for experience. At the GS-11 level, 3
full years of graduate level education or a Ph.D. Or eQuivalent
doctorate degree in a major field of study as cited above is fqlly
auilifying.

9
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The %RAE Service is currently wc.rking with VA personnel specialists to
assure that the Qualification stardards for VRAC reld staff reflect
tre tyoes and levels of skills reouired to carry out our mission.

QUestion 7. A Provision of Public Law 101-237 established a pilot
Program to furnish employment and training information and services to
memters of the Armed Forces serwrating from active duty. This program
is to be conducted by the Secretary of Labor in conjunction m.th he
Secretaries of veterans Affairs and Defense.

Have DVA representatives, oth central office and field staff, been
closely involved in decisions made regarding the Dwalementation of
thls allot 3rogram? For examale, were DVA perscnnel a oart of the
decision-making orccess concerning the location of the test sites?

For the record, Please Provide the subcommittee a detailed record of

agreements, conversations, meetings ald documents between DVA ami the
Department of Labor regarding the pilot Program. We believe the
language in the law, In conjunction with, makes t clear that Congress
intends the DVA and 000 to be fully involved in the implementation of

s program.

Ansmer 7. DVA staff members have worked closely with DCL in the
Planning and implementation of this Pilot program. While we had not
established operating relationships for this program at the time the
Pilot sites were cnosen, we are now a full participant in thls
exciting program.

The requested documentation is attached.

Question 8.
Ma- )f tnose who serve in our Armed Services are minority grow
m- .rs wno have cultural and linguistic backgrounds differunt from
tnose of the white majority. What efforts are made by VRAC staff to
be sensitive to those differences when interviewing and testing
individuals mho apply for Chapter 31 benefits?

Answer 8.

The composition of the local VRAC staffs mirror the ethnic and
cultural Population of the areas they serve. vocational
Renabilitation and Counseling m.hagement and Professional staff hive
graduate education whiCh is substantially based in communication'.
skills and etnno/cultural differences. They are sensitive to their
veteran populations and use interviewing and testing materials
aporoariate to the veteran's ability to ccamonicate. VR&C uses a
Personal information form in SPanisn, test materials in Spanisn, and
['mares letters in Spanish when needed. VRE offices in geographic
areas which are primarily Hispanic are staffed with either all or same
Spanish speaking personnel. Many vRec:' offices have staff trained in
using sign language for communicating with deaf and mute clients and
Proficient in use of non-verbal assessment instruments. VRAC staff
working in areas with other cultural minorities learn ouickly
effective means of communication because their training equips them 0
evaluate and respond aporopriately.

Question 9.

We've heard several times through the years that the Chapter 31
Payment system is going to be uadated. Are you certain Phase If will
be installed in July?
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Answer 9.

Phas. II is stneduled to be installed in July. At this aoint its
developmLmnt is orogressing well and we .oresee no problems which would
cause its installation to be delayed. Training for VR6C Officers on
Phae II in.lementation is scheduled for the end of May.

Question 10.

I understand a uniGue evaluation program for Cnapter 31 Gprticipants
is being conducted at the VA Medical Center in Hampton, Virginia.
Would you describe this program for the subcommittee?

Answer 10.

The Vocational Renabilitation Assessment and Counseling Program at the
Hampton, VAMC operates within the medical center's domiciliary. It is
a seven (7) day evaluation which allows Participants to be roused in a
separate living space from the L.aditional dcmiciliary residents, and
Provides our participants with an identity distinct and sMarate from
others at the dcmiciliary. The program consists of structured daily
activities which involve Ovicrological testing and counseling and
vocational and educational assessments, performed by aporoariate
professionals.

The results of this eva'uatic- provide the V3A Counseling Psycnologist
4ealistic reccemendons concerning the veteran's training

program. Tne avat1.1tty o' the services of the nosaital's various
clinics and work assessment orograms especially adds to the utility of
this evaluation.

Question 11.

Public law 100-689 included a provision which expanded tne OVA OJT
training and work experience orogram to include state and local
governments.

Has this provision been implemented? If so, snat state governments
are Participating? what efforts have you made to notify state and
local governments about the availability of this program?

Answer 11.

This Program nas been implemented and the State of New Mexico has been
the first to take advantage of it: All reports to date indicate
success for both Parties.

We oublisned a circular explaining the anagram to the field stattons
and asking them to network with the ;tare emu mur :iaar officials.

This Provision has also received much attention in state and local
government Publications. As a result of this, Central Office and
Regional Office staff nave received many calls regarding tne program
from tnose government personnel offices and individual programs have
been develooed or are in tne process being developed in about 25
oertent of the States.

Question 12, I know tnat all of us nave been moved by the recent dash
toward democracy in Cent^al Eurcoe, Russia, and Central America. An
effect of these international cnanges is likely t te a significant
dpwnsizing of our Armed Forces.

It seems to me this reduction in military Personnel could nave an
effect on VR&E. Would you agree?

What a1ans are now being made to ccoe with a possible significant
inzrea:nt in Chapter 31 participants?
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Answer 12. We agree that a significant reduction in milltarY

Oersonnel will have an impact. The impact will not ooly be from those

People separating from military service, but also those veterans who
become disolaced and unemployed as a result of reductions in the

military-indnstrial economic cnain.

Key staff from several of the Veterans Benefits Administration
orograms are meeting to disCuss options in the event significant

reductions do occur. We will soon meet with staff of tne Oepartment

of Defense, Department of Labor, and others wno may Provide services
to these veterans, to see how we may work tor -1r in planning our

roles.

Question 13.
One of OVA's primary responsibilities, in my view, is outreach.
The Deoartment must do everything possible to ensure that veterans are

aware of their ooteotial eligibility for OVA programs and to encourage

these individuals to lake application for benefits and programs. If

vigorous outreach activity is not carried out, the Deoartment becomes

subject to the charge tnat 0:ogram costs are being deliberately

manioulat.d.

In thac regard, what routine outreach activity does MR&E dmploy and

what are recent examOles of s)ecial outreach efforts? What follow-up

is clivided in the event there iS not response to the initial attemot
at contact or when an aopointment is missed?

Answer 13.
We agiee that a vigorous outreach effort is a VA responsibility.
VRAG nas in place an outreach Plan designed to ensure that veterans
with potential eligibility are made aware of program services. When a

servicemember separates or retires from active duty, a oackage of

veterans benefits information, which includes tne vocational
rehabilitation benefits, is mailed to the new veteran's home of

record. Ar the ooint tnat a veteran is either newly awarded
service-corrected disaoility compensation or has the rating of

comensatirn increased, anotner package on vocational rehabilitation

benefits is sent to tnat veteran. If the veteran does not respond

with an aoolicatton, 30 days subseacent to tne notification of
compensation rating, follomvo actions take place in vR&C to advise ne

veteran of our Program. A special outreach to the 15,000

disabled veterans wno were enrolled in programs of education under the

chapter 34, GI Bill, and wnose oenefits w 're storped for the

legislative end of that orogram was recently ac.omolisned. Each of

our regional offices was Provided information ?net was c,ed to Inform

these veterans of the possioility to continue ineir chosen programs,

under the chapter 31 program.

In addition, VRaC also focuses on motivation activities wnich assure

that vet .ans maintain Progress toward rehabilitation throughout the

Process from the date of aoolication to successful rehabilitation. In

every instance where a veteran does not respond to an initial contact

or misses an aonointment, except in situations wnere regional offices

hay, been given waivers under the ME1905 orogram, follokuo actions are

taken to assure that every appropriate effort is made to assist tne

veteran.

Ouestion 14. One of tne most significant reforms made Oy Public Law

94-466 was tne mandate to include the orovision of employment services

to service-disabled veterans. Under orior law, tne VA had only been

required to provide services whim would enable a veteran to be
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"employable". Steps nave teen Laken to improve the ouality of
emoloyment services orovIded by OVA, one of which was training
provided VRS's and counseling psychologists at NVTI, the National
Veterans' Training Institute in Oenver.

Was this aining beneficial to the VR&E staff. Are there plans to
mote _me training this year?

Answer 14. The VR&C staff wno attended the NVTI week-long course not
only gained information on how they mignt better deliver employment
services to the chapter 31 vet....raf, but a'so develooed a network with
C iPs and LVERs who might assls In the provision of employment
services. VR&C participants found this m000rtunity to be very
oeneficial and tne benefits should show in imoroved services to our
disabled veterans. We are oresently discussing with DOL stair our
needs for addittonal training in FY 1990 and FY 1991. We are
confident tnat we vac be able to nave addrional VR&C staff trained
at NVTI.

Question 15.

Section 1521 of title 38, establishes the Veterans' Advisory Committee
on Renaoilitation. I understand there are members of this Advisory
Committee whose terms of service have eepired and nave not yet been
mitified if tney are going to be reappointed.

Wnen will tnese decisions be made? When is the next meeting of the
commit:ee? Please Provide the subcommittee with a membership list of
tne committee.

Answer 15.

SecrItary Oerwinski nas recently reappointed the following
distinguished individuals to serve on the Veterans' Advisoey Committee
on Rehabilitation:. Mr. Ronald Orach (DAV), Or. Ronald Miller (8VA),
Mr. Oilliam Sandonato (Abilities Rehabilitation Center), Mr. Richard
Hoover (PVA), Mr. Anthony Magliozzi (Pharmacy Management Services,
Inc.), Mr. Michael D'Arco (Veterans Service Commission - New Mexico)
and Mr. Chad Colley (Past National Commander - DAV). Or. Henry Setts
(Renalilitation Institute of Cnicago) nas been newly appointed to
serve on the Committee. Arrangemen's are currently being made for a
June meeting of the Committee.

Question 16.

I understand tne Management Efficiency Pilot Program is generallv
considered to be a success. I'd aporeciate it if you would [4...vide
fur tne Ncord any waivers granted at the Central Office and Local
level that affect tne Vocational Rehaoilitation Program.

Answer 16.

Tne VR&C Divisions at tne five participating stations nave proposed 45
MEPP .1vers. Twenty-nine of tnese waivers have teen aoproved oy
vACO. Of these, six nave become part of nationally implemented
orocedures and three are cerrently being incorporated into regulation
chang.s. The local waivers were granted for word Processing and local
office management activities and as such do not have any impact, other
tnan in office management activities, on tne Program. Copies of tne
VACO aporoved waivers are attacned.
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CUestion 17.
OVA has the authority to Provide soecial incentives to employers mho

hire and train service-disabled veterans. Under this prorram, up to

one-half of a veteran's wages may.be reimbursed to the ekoloyer to
cc_ir expenses incurred for instruction, training materials, and
modifications mode to equipment to accommodate any limitations the

veteran may have.

How many veterans were Placed in jobs using this valuable hiring tool

last year?

What outreach efforts have been made to familiarize emPloyers with the

availability of this program?

Hive OVOPs teen me* aware of this program?

Answer 17. During FY 89 there were 45 new agreements established
nationwide under the Special Incentives to Employers Program, placing

45 veterans with private employers.

As part of the effort to wake this Pro2ram known to employers, VUE
staff wrote an article which was Wolisned in tne American Legion's

"Economic Nuggets" periodical. The information on the program was

given to the American Retailers Association and the Interstate Council
of Emloyment Security Agencies mno distributed it to their respective

meMoers. The program has also been part of the staff trainiog

activities for each 'MAC field (=ration.

Information on the program nas been distributed to DVOPM through ICE5A
and the program is Part of the training curriculum at the National

Veterans' Training Institute.

CUestion 18.
In your testimony you suggest tnat H.R. 4089 should be amended to
include those eligible individuals on an outoatient status. What

would be your view of expanding this still further to Permit contact
,fith eligible individuals in novitals other than OVA and 000

facilities?

Answer 18.
We would favor the expansion of the proposal to contact eligible
individuals in medical facilities other tnan those under VA or 000
jurisdiction for eon reimbursement is being made Cy the De.artment of

Oefense.

CUestion 19.
A provision or Public Law 100-687 autnorized the use of mo to 55

million annually in readjustment bene'its funds for contract
educational and vocational counseling.

Is this contract funding being effectively used?

What is the effect of tne availability of contract counseling on the

caseloads of vfl&C staff?

rnswer 19:
As a result of the legislation in Public Law 100-687 Permitting
stations to Lontract out counseling services for some clients, the
numoer of counseling contracts has risen from 9 to 51 nationwide.
Almost all of this contracting was done during the 1st CUarter FY 90.



Most stations are just toginnIng to use tnese services and tne impact
is not yet _mown. Because of tne nigh workload nation 4e, this area
is reCtIving cum attention durInn field surveys. Stations are
keeping Central Office informed -n aubeitting Quarterly :imports and
station caseloads are being monitored on a monthly basis.

Orestion 20.
:tout a year ago, we saw a cooy of *The Vbcational Rehabilitation and
Opunseling Professional Review," en internal Professional publication
leach emph:sizes unioue to the neet3 of disabled veterans. I'd like
to see a ,tional issues of tnis t Alzine. Are yuu planning to
oublish It again?

Answer 20.
Yes. We are in the final stages Gf ccocurreme anl x:11 soon Publisn
the third edition of tnis 3:ornal, cor.tinulng our efforts to provide
Regional Office WIC division staff members with articles anJ
information of professional interest anJ orsctics1 use in tneir
Provision of serviws to disabled veterans.

Westion
RN many Disabled Veterans' Outreach Program Specialists (0v(Ps) are
currently outplaced in ova regicnal offices? In vet centers?

Answer 21.

There are 67 OVOPS ourrantly outplazed in VA Regional Offices.
Approximately Jne -third of tnis nusber devote 50 percent or more of
their time to Cheater 31 veterans.

In February, 1990, 191 OVOes spent aporoximately 6 percent of their
time in 196 vriStAis sponsored vet Centers.
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